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Abstract 

The following report provides a comprehensive analysis of and teaching guide for one 

work for brass ensemble and two works for wind band: Legacy by Mark Camphouse, Concert 

Variations by Claude T. Smith, and Romance for Band by John Zdechlik. A chapter is included 

for each work, supplying essential information needed to properly prepare the conductor for 

teaching and rehearsing the work in question. Information is included regarding the composer, 

the composition, historical perspective, technical considerations, stylistic considerations, musical 

elements, form and structural analysis, listening suggestions, and a suggested seating 

arrangement. Outlines of rehearsal plans used by the author are included with self-evaluations of 

each rehearsal, in addition to a detailed score analysis grid as presented by Dr. Frank Tracz in 

Mark Walker’s book, The Art of Interpretation of Band Music. Chapters are also devoted to the 

author’s philosophy of music education and philosophy of quality literature selection. All 

materials are included with the hope that this research can assist in preparation of these works by 

other conductors and ensembles, as well as to promote a more active programming of these 

quality, lesser-known works. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Report Information 

 Introduction and Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to provide an in-depth analysis of three pieces of literature 

for various wind and percussion ensembles to assist with the study, rehearsal, and performance 

of these works. The report documents the full process of selecting, researching, rehearsing, and 

performing the selected literature with the hope that it will aid in future performances of the 

works. It is not simply a hypothetical plan for rehearsal, but a full documentation of the actual 

educational process, as conducted by the author, with performing ensembles at Kansas State 

University. The report is submitted with a video recording of the final performance of each work. 

 Performance Information 

The works examined in this report were performed by the Kansas State University Brass 

Ensemble, Concert Band, and Wind Symphony. The KSU Brass Ensemble performed Mark 

Camphouse’s Legacy on November 30, 2015. The KSU Concert Band performed Claude T. 

Smith’s Concert Variations on November 30, 2015. The KSU Wind Symphony performed John 

Zdechlik’s Romance for Band on March 8, 2016. These performances took place in McCain 

Auditorium on the Kansas State University campus in Manhattan, Kansas.  Legacy was also 

selected to be performed as part of the KSU Brass Ensemble’s performance at the 2016 Kansas 

Music Educator’s Association State In-Service Workshop on February 25, 2016. This 

performance took place in Ballroom A-C at the Hyatt Regency in Wichita, KS. 

 Music Examined 

The works selected for this report are Mark Camphouse’s Legacy, Claude T. Smith’s 

Concert Variations, and John Zdechlik’s Romance for Band. Each work examined and prepared 

for this report was selected for a specific reason. All three pieces come from the repertoire of 

well-respected and –programmed composers, yet little has been written about each, and few (if 

any) performances are available for reference. It is the hope of the author to expose these quality 

works by quality composers so that others may discover and program them with their own 

ensembles. 
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Specifically, Camphouse’s Legacy was chosen for its exploration of rubato, meter 

changes, tonality shifts, and passing of melodic lines. The work also quotes quality examples of 

standard trumpet repertoire in unique ways, and showcases the skill of the composer in the 

reworking of these examples while incorporating original content. The work explores a variety of 

emotions and thus calls for acute attention to the intricacies notated “around the notes” as well as 

heightened awareness of all parts being played throughout the ensemble.  

Smith’s Concert Variations explores the compositional technique of the theme and 

variation with great variety. The composer utilizes keys outside of the “standard” set for bands of 

this level, and the sections of the work are clearly marked so all performers can become familiar 

with the different variations. Programming of this work would facilitate additional study of this 

compositional technique and analysis of how the theme is used in the different variations. True to 

the hallmarks of Smith’s style, the work also incorporates odd-metered measures throughout the 

standard 4-4 time, providing a challenge to conductors and players.  

Zdechlik’s Romance for Band is truly a “hidden gem” in the repertoire of this composer. 

This work utilizes a ternary form, and shows elements of through-composing in each section. 

Much like a tone poem, the work often seems to lack a distinctive melodic line, but instead 

provides familiarity in harmonic gesture. The use of a variety of tonal centers over a short period 

of time provides forward momentum while challenging the ear of the listener and the mind of the 

performer. The composer uses this, in combination with skillful scoring of the band throughout 

the work, to elicit a variety of emotions from start to finish.  

 Format of Analysis 

Each work will be researched and analyzed using both a unit study format, described in 

the Teaching Music Through Performance in Band series edited by Richard Miles (2010), and a 

score analysis grid, developed by Dr. Frank Tracz (2013), and described in Chapter 10 of Mark 

Walker’s The Art of Interpretation of Band Music.  

The unit study portion provides written information helpful for the study and rehearsal of 

each piece. The study is divided into ten “units” or sub sections describing the following 

elements of the work: Unit I: Composer, Unit II: Composition, Unit III: Historical Perspective, 

Unit IV: Technical Considerations, Unit V: Stylistic Considerations, Unit VI: Musical Elements, 
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Unit VII: Form and Structure, Unit VIII: Suggested Listening, and Unit IX: Seating Chart and 

Acoustical Justifications.  

The grid analysis portion of the report, provided in appendices A through C, provides a 

measure-by-measure visual representation of several rehearsal elements that should be 

recognized as a director is preparing to rehearse a piece of music. These elements include: Form, 

Phrase Structure, Tempo, Dynamics, Meter/Rhythm, Tonality, Harmonic Motion, Orchestration, 

General Character, Means for Expression, Conducting Concerns, and Rehearsal Considerations. 

The elements are explained further at the beginning of each appendix.  
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Chapter 2 - Music Education Mission Statement 

As a music educator, it is important that one understands their responsibility to the 

overarching school system and the purpose of public schooling to our society before they 

contemplate music’s role in this education. Public schooling exists to provide young individuals 

with access to the tools, resources, and experiences they will need to become successful, 

contributing members of society. Additionally, schooling should offer individuals opportunities 

to develop skills that will help them to progress and improve their society. These skills then 

contribute to the overall improvement of the world for succeeding generations in both critical 

and creative ways. A proper schooling should incorporate a variety of social activities and 

opportunities for involvement and cooperation with other individuals, so that students can learn 

to work collaboratively, challenge the ideas of others and themselves, and resolve conflicts. 

Students should also come to understand the history and intricacies of their own culture, and that 

of other cultures, in order to develop a more thoughtful, tolerant, understanding, and accepting 

individual. Students must also be involved in experiences that contribute to creating a strong 

sense of self. Components of this sense of self include self-confidence in their skills and abilities, 

self-determination to persevere through challenging situations, and self-expression to properly 

communicate their thoughts and feelings to others. The cooperation of these experiences and the 

development of a thoughtful and self-aware individual will allow students to critically think in 

regard to a variety of subject matter.  

Music serves these purposes of schooling in a variety of ways. Music in society has 

permeated history throughout all of recorded time, in all of the world’s documented cultures. 

This “innateness” allows music to touch us deeply, to express ourselves and to understand others 

in ways not otherwise possible. As such a pervasive part of our current society, it is important for 

individuals to be able to actively participate in music, both alone and in group settings. 

“Participation” in music can mean a variety of activities, such as performing with a community 

ensemble, studying music at the collegiate level, attending live music concerts, or simply 

listening to the radio in the car. No matter the kind of participation the individual chooses, a 

guided experience with music in the school setting will equip students with the tools necessary to 

describe what they like or dislike about particular pieces and styles, discuss music intelligently 

with others, to create musical experiences for themselves, and even broaden their interests.  
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The arts always reflect society, and music is a great example of this. Listening to the 

music of any composer or recording artist will give you a glimpse into their lives at the time of 

the writing of the piece. This can help students connect music and musicians with other world 

and historical events, as well as help them feel a sense of connection with a given composer – 

even someone who lived many hundreds of years before them. This understanding about the 

composer and the world he or she lived in can help broaden perspectives and help them to more 

accurately understand and interpret music that is new or unfamiliar to them.  

Music is unique to the school setting (aside from other arts subjects) in that it requires 

cooperation in order to exist. These cooperation skills are important and essential to the 

development of our students as they enter the world after schooling. Despite this need, skills 

such as these are often not addressed in the general education setting, where each student must 

complete an assignment on their own to demonstrate true mastery, or where an emphasis is 

placed on who is “best” and then ranking individuals beneath. In ensemble music making, each 

individual’s part can hardly make sense alone, and with a part missing, the work is incomplete – 

it is only through total inclusion and cooperation that the work is fully intact.  

One of the most important aspects of student learning is the environment in which the 

learning occurs. As an educator, one must create a physical environment that is free of clutter 

and distractions that is easy to navigate, and where each item has a proper place. A classroom 

that is well organized can decrease set up and transition time, therefore increasing productivity in 

the rehearsal. Also essential to this environment is the establishment of a process, or a set of 

expectations, for different moments of rehearsal. The educator should clearly establish with 

students the way they should enter the rehearsal space, find out what the goals for the day are, 

acquire the things necessary for the rehearsal based on those goals, and be ready for the start of 

rehearsal in a timely manner. A process should also be in place for any transitions that need to 

occur throughout the rehearsal, and for the end of rehearsal, leading to the packing up and 

storage of materials not to be left out and an orderly exiting of the space.  

In regard to instruction, the educator should serve as a facilitator to learning, or one who 

establishes situations to be experienced and problems to be solved, rather than a distributor of 

knowledge (or, in the case of the music educator, of interpretation). Students must find value in 

the situation or problem in order to be interested, and therefore attentive to the learning process. 

Therefore, the educator must choose content that students will be interested in and attend to, and 
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present what they feel students “need to know” in a way that will cause them to be interested and 

attentive. Students must then participate in the act of experiencing the situation/solving the 

problem in order for learning to occur, as it is the “figuring out” in the student’s mind that will 

constitute learning. Especially in music rehearsing, when it is often essential to focus on small 

parts of the whole, educators should ensure that detailed work is always reincorporated into the 

greater context of the work, aligning with principles of spiral and pillar learning. 

A specific challenge exists in the ensemble setting (the “standard” course for many of our 

students), which often encompasses a variety of age and ability levels. It is important that we do 

not attempt to teach students concepts they are not ready to receive. This can be challenging in 

music, where we are often trying to appeal to many age levels at the same time. This diversity in 

ensembles also provides unique benefits to music that many other subject areas lack. Younger 

students can benefit from the skills and maturity of older classmates simply by participating in 

ensembles together. Learning in a group setting, where opportunities to teach peers are prevalent, 

and where a public performance is part of the end goal, provides a variety of ways to 

demonstrate learning.  

Score analysis is the band director’s research into the subject matter. Unlike general 

education teachers, there is no way for us to learn all of this in our teacher training or periodic 

professional development. Each concert block, each semester, each year is a new start, which is 

both a blessing and a curse. The process of score study allows the director to become familiar 

with and, in a way, to redesign the curriculum all over again, to uncover the things that will be 

easy and challenging to that year’s ensemble, and to devise methods and lessons to help the 

students gain new musical knowledge through performance of the new repertoire.  

Rehearsal planning is essential in the dissemination of the information found during score 

study. Just as it would be impossible to cover the entire history or math textbook in one sitting, it 

is equally impossible to impart all knowledge of a work to students in the first reading, or even 

the first few rehearsals. Planning the distribution of this information over the rehearsal block will 

keep students engaged, focus attention on the specific goals for each rehearsal, and help student 

learning progress at the proper rate so that all goals are achieved, in the correct order, and at a 

reasonable time in the rehearsal process.  

All students can be considered “high achieving” if the standards for “achievement” are 

properly set based on their environment. Once a set of standards has been devised for a specific 
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program, the educator should look for cohesiveness between these standards, the standards for 

the school at large, the state standards for that subject area, and the national standards for that 

subject area. Areas found to be set lower than the state and national standards should be 

reviewed to be sure they accurately reflect the abilities of the students and history and specific 

situational needs of the program. If that is the case, one might consider an addendum to the 

curricular document explaining the current deficiency and outline goals toward a more common 

level of proficiency. High achievement is also based on the actions of the educator, who must be 

constantly aware of the goals for achievement and maintain a serious, structured, step-by-step 

plan to achieve that goal. These goals should be designed for achievement over an extended 

period, with smaller sub-goals leading to the final product. Regular classroom situations should 

always relate to this final goal, which should be communicated to the students early and often. 
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Chapter 3 - Quality Literature Selection 

The selection of quality literature is absolutely essential for any director who wishes to 

educate a group of pupils through a performing ensemble. The literature selected for each 

performance is, in essence, our curriculum. In addition to this primary function, our repertoire 

will serve a variety of other purposes, including student engagement and community outreach.  

First, it is important to determine what defines “quality” literature. As individual 

musicians, we have all experienced works of varying quality, and can refer to these prior 

experiences as we explore the vast catalog of wind band literature. In developing a personal 

“standard” for quality literature, many conductors have turned to what has become a well 

referenced and replicated study by Dr. Acton Eric Ostling, Jr.1 Ostling endeavored to determine a 

set of criteria that would help the conductor ascertain the characteristics of literature of “serious 

artistic merit”. These criteria have been used without revision in the replication of this study by 

Dr. Jay Gilbert2 and Dr. Clifford Towner3: 

 

1. The composition has form – not “a form” but form – and reflects a proper balance 

between repetition and contrast. 

2. The composition reflects shape and design, and creates the impression of conscious 

choice and judicious arrangement on the part of the composer. 

3. The composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration, demonstrating a proper balance 

between transparent and tutti scoring, and also between solo and group colors.  

4. The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp of its 

musical meaning.  

5. The route through which the composition travels in initiating its musical tendencies and 

probably musical goals is not completely direct and obvious. 

6. The composition is consistent in its quality throughout its length and in its various 

sections.  

7. The composition is consistent in its style, reflecting a complete grasp of technical details, 

clearly conceived ideas, and avoids lapses into trivial, futile, or unsuitable passages.  

                                                 

1 Acton Eric Ostling, Jr. “An evaluation of compositions for wind band according to specific criteria of serious 

artistic merit” (PhD thesis, University of Iowa, 1978).  

2 Jay Warren Gilbert. “An evaluation of compositions for wind band according to specific criteria of serious artistic 

merit: A replication and update” (DMA doc., Northwestern University, 1993).  

3 Clifford N. Towner. “An evaluation of compositions for wind band according to specific criteria of serious artistic 

merit: A second update” (DMA doc., University of Nebraska, 2011).  
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8. The composition reflects ingenuity in its development, given the stylistic context in 

which it exists.  

9. The composition is genuine in idiom, and is not pretentious.  

10. The composition reflects a musical validity which transcends factors of historical 

importance, or factors of pedagogical usefulness.  

 

 

While the aforementioned list is indeed comprehensive, Ostling is quick to note in his 

study that making value judgments about specific pieces involves a certain level of individual 

interpretation4. The individual conductor may wish to make additions to or deletions from this 

list, or to prioritize certain characteristics over others.  

After a personal definition of quality literature has been adopted, the conductor must seek 

out literature to program. Thanks to the work of many throughout the relatively brief history of 

the wind band, there is no shortage of literature from which a director can choose. In the advent 

of new technologies, it is now possible to preview - both aurally and visually - a new piece of 

music, purchase the new piece, and even have it printed to your personal printer in very short 

order and from the comfort of your own office. Unfortunately, in the “boom” of band literature 

over the last three-quarters of a century, it may not be far off to estimate that for every piece of 

quality literature on the market, there are several mediocre pieces as well. What may be 

considered equally unfortunate is the business of publishing music, where the best sellers and hot 

releases featured on the front pages of websites may not always meet these standards of quality. 

In light of this, it is imperative that a conductor adopts a personal philosophy of literature 

selection and relates to it often in the process of actually choosing literature.  

Fortunately, this is not a battle to be endured alone. We are again fortunate as wind band 

conductors of this day and age to have been preceded by many endeavoring musicians who have 

fought tirelessly to better the profession. Aside from the literature compiled in the Ostling, 

Gilbert, and Towner studies as mentioned previously, the highly pervasive Teaching Music 

Through Performance in Band series, compiled by Richard Miles, is a truly excellent and 

annually expanding catalog of works for band. Each book contains a number of works at various 

grade levels, with Teacher Resource Guides for each work giving background on the composer, 

composition, historical perspective, technical & stylistic considerations, musical elements, form 

and structure, suggested listening, and additional resources for information about the work. The 

                                                 

4 Ostling, 21.  
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works contained in each volume can be found in a comprehensive list on the series’ website, 

which can be consulted free of charge. This web listing is a great resource to begin the search for 

quality literature, and the acquiring of the individual texts can assist the conductor in research 

and score preparation.  

For many, the primary purpose for developing a definition of quality literature and 

seeking out works that satisfy that definition is to build our curriculum. As directors of 

performing ensembles, we are fortunate in that our course involves no mandated textbook. This 

allows us to set goals for our ensembles that are appropriately challenging, yet achievable, and 

subsequently build a curriculum that serves the needs and uniqueness of each year’s new 

ensembles. While this is a great privilege, it is also a huge responsibility. Directors should be 

sure that works programmed will challenge the ensemble to grow throughout the rehearsal 

process, while ensuring that these goals are achievable for the ensemble, given the many 

constraints of the rehearsal schedule and the ability of the ensemble at the onset of the rehearsals.  

It is also important that we program a varied repertoire of literature that meets our 

definition of quality. In this way, we must also be discerning in the works we program together 

for a single concert, semester, or school year. Exposing students to a variety of styles through the 

performing ensemble can help broaden their interests, assist in the study of other cultures and 

points in history, and bring about new technical challenges. While many American composers 

have successfully and skillfully adapted the folk songs of other cultures, conductors must not be 

content to program music written by familiar names. Felix Hauswirth’s5 book offers a listing of 

composers around the world, which meet a similar standard of quality composition. This book 

can be consulted in broadening the horizon of music programming. Variety in programming also 

leads to a more satisfying, wholesome, and challenging rehearsal experience throughout the 

preparation process.  

Not only does our repertoire serve our students in the classroom, but it should serve them 

beyond our teaching as well. Our ultimate goal as music educators should be to foster a lifelong 

love of learning and participation in music. It is imperative that we educate our students properly 

while they are in our midst so they too can develop a definition of “quality literature”. This will 

                                                 

5 Felix Hauswirth, 1000 plus ausgewählte Werke für Blasorchester und Bläserensembles: Grad 4-6 (Adliswil, 

Switzerland: Ruh Musik, 2010). 
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assist students in discerning between repertoire options, and help them to compare their current 

or achievable skill set with the skills required to accurately and successfully execute the work. 

To assist in the development of this skill, the conductor would do well to explain to students their 

personal concept of repertoire selection, and allow the students to assist in the repertoire 

selection process. This process is an invaluable skill that our students too often leave our 

programs without, and a process that will increase student engagement and dedication to the 

works they perform. 

Beyond the implications of the students in the classroom, the repertoire we select will 

also reach an audience through public performance, and that audience should be taken into 

account during the programming process. As a program, your literature selections should 

combine to create an emotional journey for the audience. Quality literature demands quality 

programming - otherwise, the quality of the individual works can be diminished, and their 

effectiveness lost on the audience. Again, one must consider programming a variety of works 

that serve several purposes to the concertgoer – an attention-getting opener, a soothing ballad, an 

enjoyable novelty piece, a major work from the band repertoire, and of course a concert march. 

To assist the audience in following along, it would be well advised to incorporate program notes 

in some fashion during the performance. In this way, the band director can broaden the musical 

palate of both the audience and the students in the ensemble.  

It is for these reasons, and surely many more, that the director of an ensemble must put 

careful consideration into the music selected for each performance. This can only be done 

accurately with a personal concept of “quality” literature that is often revisited, both as a 

reminder to the conductor, and so that this philosophy evolves over time as the conductor grows. 

The benefits, if employed correctly, are far-reaching, beyond a single performance, school year, 

or even tenure of the individual teacher, as we prepare our students to be lifelong learners and 

lovers of music.  
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Chapter 4 - Legacy 

 Unit I. Composer 

Mark Camphouse was born on May 3, 1954 in Oak Park, Illinois. Growing up nearby to 

Chicago and subsequently earning both undergraduate and graduate degrees at Northwestern 

University, his writing is greatly influenced by the culture of the Windy City. During his 

schooling, Camphouse studied composition with Alan Stout, conducting with John P. Paynter, 

and trumpet with Vincent Cichowicz. He also studied trumpet with Adolph Herseth6. 

Camphouse began his composition career at a young age, and by age 17 had his First 

Symphony premiered by the Colorado Philharmonic. His published works for band now total 

more than 28, many of which have become staples in the repertoire, and are found on the 

programs of notable groups in prestigious performance venues. In addition to writing, 

Camphouse also assisted in the foundation of the National Band Association Young Composer 

Mentor Project, and coordinated the composition and editing of the series Composers on 

Composing for Band7.  

Camphouse is now in his 38th year of teaching full-time in higher education. He is 

currently on faculty at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, where his wife Elizabeth is 

the director of the GMU Potomac Arts Academy8. 

Table 4.1 - Mark Camphouse: List of Published Works9 

Title  Length Grade Publisher Published 

Tribute 6:00 5 TRN 1985 

Elegy 13:00 6 TRN 1987 

                                                 

6 Mark Camphouse Personal Biography, http://www.markcamphouse.com/bio.html (accessed August 25, 2016); 

Mark Camphouse, Legacy, (San Diego: Neil A. Kjos Music Company, 2007). 

7 ibid. 

8 ibid. 

9 Mark Camphouse Personal Website, List of Published Works, http://www.markcamphouse.com/published-

works.html (accessed August 25, 2015); Mark Camphouse composer page, Kjos Music Company website, 

http://www.kjos.com/detail.php?auth_id=166&division=1&table=author (accessed August 25, 2015).  
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To Build A Fire 17:00 6 TRN 1991 

Essay 11:00 6 TRN 1992 

A Movement for Rosa 12:00 5 TRN 1992 

Watchman, Tell Us of the Night 15:00 5 Kjos 1994 

Declarations  8:00 6 TRN 1995 

Whatsoever Things 14:00 5 Southern 1996 

Three London Miniatures 9:00 4 TRN 1997 

Symphony from Ivy Green (Sym. No. 3) 26:00 6 Southern 1999 

Pacific Commemoration 8:00 5 TRN 1999 

The Shining City 21:00 5 Kjos 2001 

In Memoriam 5:00 4 TRN 2002 

Yosemite Autumn 7:00 4 Kjos 2003 

Canzon, Fugato, and Hymn 8:00 5 Kjos 2003 

Fantasia on Black is the Color of My True Love’s Hair 8:00 4 Alfred 2004 

Symphonic Fanfare 4:00 5 Alfred 2005 

Symphonic Prelude (The Cemetery at Colleville-Sur Mer) 6:00 5 Kjos 2005 

Air Mobility Command March 2:30 4 Alfred 2006 

A Dakota Rhapsody 7:00 4+ Kjos 2006 

Foundation 10:00 5 Alfred 2006 

Anthem 11:00 5 Kjos 2007 

Two American Canvases 12:00 5 Kjos 2008 

Legacy (Brass Ensemble) 7:30 5 Kjos 2008 

Heartland Sketches 5:00 4.5 Alfred 2009 

Reminiscences 4:30 4.5 Kjos 2010 

Elegy, Prayer, and Hymn 10:00 5 Kjos 2011 

Twin Ports Overture 9:00 5 Kjos 2012 

Homage to the Dream 8:00 5 Self 2013 

Second Essay for Symphonic Band 8:00 5 Kjos 2014 
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 Unit II. Composition 

Legacy is a musical remembrance of the life of Vincent Cichowicz, a celebrated trumpet 

player and teacher of Camphouse during his undergraduate career at Northwestern. Cichowicz 

held various notable positions throughout his life, most prominently in the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra and the Chicago Symphony Brass Quintet10.  

Camphouse recalls that Cichowicz had a personal taste for Russian, French, and 

American composers, but due to his orchestral performing career, Camphouse felt that more 

traditional Austro-Germanic works of the trumpet repertoire best represented his teacher and 

friend. Based on this, Camphouse utilizes thematic material from three “favorites” of the 

orchestral repertoire11 in addition to original material to create this work. 

Legacy quotes Johann Ernst Altenburg’s Concerto for 7 Trumpets and Timpani, in 

remembrance of the only work in which Camphouse played under Cichowicz’s baton. Anton 

Bruckner’s Symphony No.4 is included as a memento of the final concert of the Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra the composer attended while Cichowicz was still a regular performing 

member. Finally, Richard Strauss’ Ein Heldenleben is quoted at the recollection of Cichowicz’s 

pride in his own performance of the first E-flat trumpet part of the work while recording the 

work with the CSO. These orchestral samplings, creatively woven in to Camphouse’s original 

composition, update the traditional orchestral writing and give a spin that is undoubtedly of 

American origin12.  

 Unit III. Historical Perspective 

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines the word “legacy” as “something (such as 

property or money) that is received from someone who has died”13. Camphouse has aptly used 

such a word as the title for this work, which features quotations of three works that had special 

meaning given to him by his late teacher.  

                                                 

10 Camphouse, Legacy program notes. 

11 ibid. 

12  Camphouse, Legacy program notes. 

13 Merriam-Webster online, s.v. “legacy,” http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/legacy (accessed August 25, 

2015).  
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Johann Ernst Altenburg (1734-1801) was truly raised a trumpeter. Sworn into 

apprenticeship by his father at age 2, he studied intensively for sixteen years, but was never 

successful in finding a position due to a decline of the Baroque social order that coincided with 

the completion of his studies. He would later take up the organ and composition, even studying 

with one of Bach’s sons-in-law for a short while. His contributions to music exist largely in a 

treatise on the art of trumpet playing, where his Concerto for 7 Trumpets and Timpani was first 

published14. Altenburg’s expertise in the areas of field trumpeting and the clarino register of the 

instrument are clear in this work, which showcases large melodic leaps and extensive use of the 

upper range. Camphouse incorporates these motives into the horn and trumpet parts throughout 

his work, most notably near the close of the work beginning at mm102. 

Oxford Music describes the music of Anton Bruckner (1824-1896) as being “rooted in 

the formal traditions of Beethoven and Schubert and inflected with Wagnerian harmony and 

orchestration”. His legacy is left primarily in his sacred compositions and symphonies, the latter 

of which were composed mostly between 1871 and 1876. His Symphony no. 4 was finished by 

November 1874, while he held several teaching and playing positions throughout Vienna15. 

Camphouse draws heavily from the rubato solos and lush harmonies found in this symphony. 

Although his compositional output spans a wide range of years and genres, Richard 

Strauss (1864-1949) is especially noted today for his operas and tone poems.  Ein Heldenleben, 

quoted in Camphouse’s work, was written in 1898 – the same year as three other (arguably more 

popular) works of similar nature, Till Eulenspiegel, Also sprach Zarathustra, and Don Quixote16. 

Camphouse mimics the sonorities of Strauss’ original throughout his own work, in addition to 

the flourish-like gestures found throughout those pieces. Specifically, he quotes Strauss’ Ein 

Heldenleben in the closing, offstage trumpet solo at mm128. 

                                                 

14 Edward H. Tarr. "Altenburg, Johann Ernst." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/00680 (accessed August 25, 2015). 

15 Paul Hawkshaw and Timothy L. Jackson. "Bruckner, Anton." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 

University Press, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/40030 (accessed August 25, 

2015). 

16 Bryan Gilliam and Charles Youmans. "Strauss, Richard." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 

University Press, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/40117 (accessed August 25, 

2015). 
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 Unit IV. Technical Considerations 

Camphouse’s work certainly lives up to the Grade 5 rating assigned by the publisher, 

especially in technicality. The work has no key signature printed, which will require players to 

be mindful of accidentals throughout the work and challenge them not to settle into one tonal 

center for an extended period. Despite the many tonality shifts that occur, the composer has not 

written anything chromatically unexpected, and musicians capable of playing works at this grade 

level should be able to aurally assume where the musical lines are heading.  

Legacy makes extensive use of rubato solo statements, often with ensemble 

accompaniment. Although these solos and their accompanying figures are not rhythmically 

demanding, the ensemble will need to rely on each other heavily in order to play cohesively, 

guided as needed by the conductor. Accompanying these rubato, soloistic motives are often 

sustained unisons and chords in surrounding voices. The ensemble will need to plan carefully so 

that the sound of these sustains does not waver and chord tones are not lost as players breathe. It 

would be advisable that sustaining players in these sections plan times for each player to breathe 

apart from the others so that the sound is not compromised.  

Range of the instruments is well explored in the second trumpet, first horn, and 

euphonium lines during solo passages. Players assigned to these parts should be able to 

demonstrate a consistent tone throughout all ranges in order for the ideal ensemble sound to be 

achieved. Camphouse uses a traditional, orchestral horn doubling of first-third and second-fourth 

partnership; players should be distributed in this section as appropriate to their consistency 

throughout the range of the instrument, as the third horn extends into the upper tessitura while 

doubling the first horn throughout the work. The fourth trumpet is assigned sweeping eighth note 

lines to counter the euphonium in the chorale section at measure 65, so players on this part must 

also be comfortable with a range slightly larger than one might traditionally expect. This passage 

is also muted, so these players will need to adjust their dynamic level accordingly in order to 

match that of the euphoniums and to come through the sustained chords being played by the rest 

of the ensemble. Articulation throughout the work is mostly legato, although a shorter style is 

preferable in the trumpets when quoting the Altenburg concerto and other similar moments.  

The instrumentation for this work very much follows the standard for a brass-percussion 

ensemble, with four parts each for trumpet, horn, and trombone, and single parts for euphonium 

and tuba. Three percussionists can easily cover the three parts, but set up should be carefully 
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planned to allow adequate space for all instruments called for in each part. The trumpet parts are 

noted in the instrumentation list as pitched in C, but transposed Bb parts are found on the back of 

the C parts in this edition. The same is true for the bass-clef euphonium part, which comes with a 

treble clef transposition on the reverse. First, third, and fourth trumpets will need cup mutes, and 

second, third, and fourth trumpets will need straight mutes.  

Assignment of the trumpet parts for this work must be done with careful consideration, as 

the director will notice immediately upon examination of the score. Camphouse has written 

extensive trumpet solos in the second part, a fitting memoriam to his late trumpet professor who 

played second trumpet for the majority of his performing career. An offstage trumpet player is 

essential to the closing of the work, as this player carries out the final statement of the second 

trumpet line, and a direct quote from Strauss’ Ein Heldenleben, notably used in the construction 

of this piece. Due to the demands of the 2nd trumpet part throughout this piece, it is strongly 

suggested that this soloist is an additional player who does not participate in the ensemble on 

stage for the rest of the work. This player will also need a straight mute. The construction of the 

work also does not allow time for the second trumpet soloist to exit the stage for this final solo, 

and doing so would certainly interrupt the work. Given that the work is written in memoriam, the 

solo should certainly be executed off stage to achieve the “displacement” of the sound called for 

by the composer. 

The composer also makes interesting use of the pitched percussion (chimes and orchestral 

bells) at measure 65, calling for fortissimo ad lib trills to be played as fast as possible. This 

creates a sort of “organized cacophony” above the ensemble in a celebratory and joyous fashion. 

Again, no tonal center is notated in this section, but it may be advisable that these players 

“improvise” while remaining true to the key of C for eased continuity of sound. It is suggested 

that two or more players are assigned to the euphonium part, as there are gestures (such as in the 

chorale section) where the part written is of high importance to the work, but the doubling of 

other lines in the ensemble may distort the balance.  

 Unit V. Stylistic Considerations 

Throughout the entirety of this work, all players will need confidence in their own parts, 

but also a heightened awareness of the parts played by the rest of the ensemble. While there are 

numerous sections where multiple voices will play a unison line (or unison in rhythm with 
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harmonic additions), there are an equal or greater number of moments when each part is quite 

different from all others. Along with this confidence, players will need to possess an acute 

awareness of when their part is the dominant line of the work, and when they should be 

secondary or even tertiary to other lines.  

The rubato nature of much of this work will require a mature player to navigate, as it 

would be counterintuitive for the conductor to completely control these sections for the sake of 

keeping the ensemble together. Accompanying players will need to tune in very closely to the 

soloist, not just for meter, but for expressiveness of musical lines and phrasing as well. At the 

same time, solo players should take care not to become “too musical” and sacrifice the well 

being of the ensemble or the nature of the work simply because they are the soloist.  

With the quotation of such early works of music, it is to be expected that a notation such 

as the double dotted eighth note would appear. The director would do well to bring this to the 

ensemble’s attention and discuss the performance practice behind this notation, as well as to 

emphasize the difference in execution of this rhythm versus the now more commonplace dotted-

eighth-sixteenth rhythm, utilized extensively throughout this work. Contrast should also be made 

between the somber, more hymn-like chorale sections and the more energetic sections. There is 

also room for contrast between the various slower sections, which the composer aptly marks with 

such terms as “reflectively”, “nobilmente”, “tranquillo”, “largamente”, and “serenely”.  

Worthy of discussion is also the juxtaposition of new, original music with the quotations 

of preexisting works. Certainly, the “borrowed” music comes from a different style of writing 

and thus exudes a different sound than Camphouse’s own melodies and harmonies. Discussion of 

the aesthetics of the various time periods from whence the music has derived would be 

educational to all ensemble members and will certainly assist in the making of informed 

decisions about style, articulation, phrasing, and other musical idiosyncrasies.  

 Unit VI. Musical Elements  

 Melody 

As mentioned previously, Camphouse has crafted an original tune in his own style, and 

interwoven quotations of musical works that hold importance in his relationship with his late 

teacher. The original melody is first found in its entirety beginning in the anacrusis of measure 

31 in the first trumpet part (Fig. 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1 - Melody in Trumpet 1 in C, mm31-43 

 

This motive reappears throughout the work with slight changes, such as in the second 

trumpet solo beginning at 23 and tutti horns in measure 45. The rhythmic structure is altered in 

the trombones and trumpets at measure 89 for an imitative stretto-like conversation (Fig. 4.2). 

Figure 4.2 - Trombone/Trumpet stretto conversation, mm89 

  

 

Camphouse quotes the Altenburg concerto in mm18-22 in the trumpets, mimicking the 

melodic and stylistic content of the original at first, then uses this theme almost as an echo, 

marked with a softer dynamic and a stylistic marking of “dolente”. This work is also quoted in 

mm103-112, stated by the horns, euphonium and fourth trumpet during the accelerando, then the 

upper three trumpet parts, which carry out the entire phrase with a “festivamente” marking (Fig. 

4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 - Altenburg quote, mm103-107 

 

 

Camphouse imitates the style of the Bruckner symphony in mm1-8 in the euphonium 

solo (Fig. 4.4). The lyrical, rubato setting and large upward melodic leaps are reminiscent of the 

opening of the symphony.  Measures 75-78 also call the symphony to mind in the use of the 

offset trumpet rhythms (Fig. 4.5). 

Figure 4.4 - Euphonium solo, mm1-8 

 

Figure 4.5 - Trumpets 1-3 mm75-78 

 

 

 Harmony 

On the whole, the Strauss tone poem is alluded to in this work. This is not necessarily 

found in specific or isolated incidences, but more broadly in large upward melodic leaps and 

“ornamented” writing in all parts. The composer utilizes a more “traditional” harmonic voicing 
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while quoting the Altenburg concerto, notably in mm 103-112 (Fig. 4.3). This is contrasted 

greatly throughout the work, where the composer employs a more “contemporary” harmonic 

language, giving the work a truly ”American” sound. Prime examples of these techniques can be 

found in mm1-8, where a closed voicing is scored for the low brass accompanying the 

euphonium solo (Fig. 4.6). Other “American” techniques are featured in the horn’s statement of 

the melody at mm45, where all four parts sound in unison while the low brass accompanies again 

with closed-voice chords (Fig. 4.7). This style is continued with the consequent of that phrase at 

mm59, where trumpet 4 doubles the trumpet 1 melody at the octave, while the low brass 

accompany with more open chords and the horns fade in and out of the spotlight with a unison 

counterline (Fig. 4.8). 

Figure 4.6 - low brass mm1-8 

 

Figure 4.7 - Horns unison melody w/trombone accompaniment, mm45 
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Figure 4.8 - mm52-55, high brass w/condensed low brass 

 

 

 Rhythm 

Rhythms presented in this work range from baroque to contemporary in influence. The 

composer relies heavily on the dotted-eighth sixteenth in the main theme throughout the work, 

yet interestingly utilizes the double-dotted-eighth thirty-second note of the Baroque era in the 

closing of the Chorale statement (Fig. 4.5). This now-unique rhythm should be emphasized as 

being quite different, and the ensemble director would do well to point to specific instances in 

musical history where the performance practice of this notation is properly executed.  

Also of interest is the first solo statement of the main theme for this work, found in the 

second trumpet beginning in mm23. Although this statement starts as all other iterations will 

throughout the remainder of the work, the motive is left “incomplete” as the player reaches the 

closing gesture. Almost as if the player is suddenly overcome by a fit of extreme emotion, 

articulated eighths, triplet eighths, then quintuplet sixteenths are called for on a repeated pitch, 

followed by a final gesture four notes in quick succession (Fig. 4.9). Although this section is 

marked with the instructions “cantabile” and “freely”, the writing at the end of the phrase clearly 

indicates an element of agitation be added certainly in tempo, and possibly in tone and 

articulation as well. This should be carefully executed so that the third trumpet can assist when 

their entrance is notated.  
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Figure 4.9 - Trumpet melody, mm23-30 

 

 

 

A sweeping, moving eighth note gesture is divided in the Chorale section at mm65 

between the euphonium and fourth trumpet (Fig. 4.10). Although the part is scarcely scored, 

against a fortissimo trill in pitched percussion and more accompanimental, less rhythmically 

active lines in the other winds, the ensemble should be sure that this part is heard.  

Figure 4.10 - Trumpet 4/Euphonium hocket in Chorale, mm65 

 

 

 

 Timbre 

The composer cycles through very similar solo content throughout this work, but expertly 

chooses which instruments should carry out the solo based on the “mood” of the work. In the 

opening statement, the euphonium brings a mellow, somber tone over the closed voicing of the 

low brass. The second trumpet in mm23 starts clearly and climaxes with a bite and intensity only 

achievable by this instrument (Fig. 4.9). The first horn provides a mellow, soothing foundation 

for the first trumpet in mm31, and quite expertly navigates an exciting counterline in mm59, 

protruding from the ensemble texture appropriately throughout the instrument’s range (Fig. 4.8).  

Perhaps the most interesting timbral employment in this work is found in the Chorale 

section at mm65 in the pitched percussion. As previously stated, euphonium and fourth trumpet 

hocket a moving line throughout this section while the other winds accompany, but the pitched 
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percussion is written at fortissimo with a “trill” notation and the instructions “ad lib, as fast as 

possible” (Fig. 4.11). In the stock recording, the result is a truly cacophonous moment above the 

bright and open chords of the winds, almost bringing to mind a scene in which one meets the 

gates in heaven to find them swung open wide, brightly gleaming, and welcoming entry. The 

vigor with which this part is executed almost surely cannot be overplayed.  

Figure 4.11 - Pitched percussion trills, mm65 (copy of original score) 

 

 Unit VII. Form and Structure 

Form MM Characteristics T.C. 

Introduction 1-8 Euphonium solo; dark, closed chords in low brass. 
Mournful, contemplative, and rubato. 

bb 

Introduction 
cont’d 

10-16 Low brass sustain or have moving eighths. Percussion, 2nd 
trumpet, 1st horn enter, give a feeling of conflict. 

Bb, Bb 

Transition 17-22 Horn 3-4 herald in trumpets 1, 3, 4 with Altenburg quote, 
first “festivamente”, then “dolente”. Brass sustain chord 
pedal beneath. 

Bb, bb 

Solo Theme 23-30 2nd trumpet delivers the first statement of the theme, 
rubato. Melody “morphs” near end, becomes “angry”, 
joined by 3rd trumpet for agitated closing of statement.  

Bb, bb 

Full Theme 31-39 1st trumpet enters with the theme in entirety, harmonized 
below by 1st horn. Horns 2-4, trumpet 2, trombones 1-2 
and pitched perc support.  

Bb, Db 

Theme – 
Shortened 

40-44 Solo euphonium restates the antecedent of the theme 
while trumpets sustain through and vibes decorate.  

Db 
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Full Theme, 
modified 

45-51 Horns in unison w/low brass accomp; mellow, calm, 
reflective 

Db 

Full Theme, 
modified 

52-58 Trumpets add to melody, horns move to harmony, low 
brass sustain chords. Growing more brilliant and active 
throughout 

Db 

B Theme 59-64 Trumpet 1 carries melody, trumpet 4 doubles at octave, 
horns fill in between with unison countermelody. All others 
provide harmonic support. Yearning, plaintive, pleading, 
growing more excited. 

db 

Chorale 65-78 Trumpet 4 and euphonium hocket a moving eighth note 
line while all brass sound full chords. Bells and chimes 
provide a brilliant cacophony above. Tapers to calm at 
mm75 where perc stops and all diminuendo while 
trumpets alternate double dotted rhythm. 

Db, C, 
Eb, D, 
G  

Transition 79-88 Short, scattered statements are made by horns, then 
trumpet, then euphonium reiterates main motive. Various 
voices add and drop out throughout. A sense of searching, 
wandering, instability. 

G 

Stretto Theme 89-95 Trombones enter with theme in harmony, trumpets enter 
in a stretto fashion. Harmony moves from quartal to 
triadic. Declamatory. 

G, 
none 

B Theme, 
extended 

96-102 B theme returns as before with a harmonic and motivic 
extension. 

D 

Closing 
Transition 

103-111 Trumpet 4, horns, euphonium begin Altenburg quote and 
lead accelerando, hand off to trumpets at 105 where 
tempo locks in. Trumpets carry out Altenburg quote with 
low brass accompaniment.  

D, Bb 

A Theme, 
modified 

112-118 Trumpet 12, horn 1-2, trombone 1-2 begin unison (at 
octave) statement of original theme. More voices add as 
harmonic variety grows. 

Bb 

Transition 119-127 Upper/mid brass land with unison rhythm on beat 1, low 
brass enters with answer on beat 3, then trumpet 4 and 
horns reiterate the opening phrase of the motive. 
Instrumentation thins and horn 1 carries out the remainder 
of the motive.  

Bb 

Closing 
Material 

128-135 Solo trumpet starts modified motive, horns restate 
modified Altenburg quote. Slower, more rubato, 
instrumentation thinning, dynamics backing off to 
pianissimo final chord that dissipates into nothing.  

Bb 
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 Unit VIII. Suggested Listening 

Camphouse, Mark. Tribute. (1985) 

Camphouse, Mark. A Movement for Rosa. (1992) 

Altenburg, Johann Ernst. Concerto for 7 Trumpets and Timpani. (1795) 

Bruckner, Anton. Symphony No.4 in E-flat, WAB104. (1874/1878) 

Strauss, Richard. Ein Heldenleben, Op. 40. (1898) 

 Unit IX. Seating Chart and Acoustical Justification 

The seating arrangement used for Legacy was the standard seating arrangement for the 

KSU Brass Ensemble (Fig 4.12). This arrangement allows the trumpets to align complex 

rhythms vertically within their section while also balancing the sound to the lower voices of the 

ensemble. Placing the trumpets and trombones on opposite sides of the ensemble assists in the 

balancing of the forward facing brass instruments. Placing the horns with bells facing toward the 

center of the ensemble assists in the ensemble hearing these parts as well as blending the sound 

of this section into that of the ensemble. Placing the lowest brass instruments in the center and 

rear of the winds provides a central aural anchor for the ensemble. This set up assists in 

combating the acoustical challenges presented to this group in McCain Auditorium, the 

performing arts center at Kansas State University.  
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Figure 4.12 - Legacy seating chart (not pictured - offstage 2nd trumpet soloist) 
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 Unit X. Rehearsal Plans and Evaluations 

Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #1/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy – Mark Camphouse Time: 9:15-9:25pm 9/20/15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Talk through piece, note specifically: 

a. Rubato throughout 

b. Meter changes throughout 

c. Absence of “key signature”/lots of 

accidentals 

d. Be aware of who the soloist is 

2. Sight read – without stopping! 

3. If time, check any spots that really fell apart 

4. Make notes for next time of what will need 

personal practice time, anything else of note 

Evaluation 

1. Playing had some dynamic contrast, but not as much as I 

would like. Since this was a reading, I will assume that my 

gestures did not contrast enough to get their attention. 

2. Playing was very much on the “loud” end of the spectrum. I 

know I felt myself using a very large box for most of the 

work, so I will work to use less space next time.  

3. I forgot to note some of the intricacies (i.e. nobody plays in 

bar 9, clearer walk through of the end) that resulted in some 

verbal communication that I would rather not have had. I will 

make sure my directions are clearer for remaining rehearsals. 

4. I will become more comfortable with the various meter 

changes, as I definitely missed some this week, including one 

that unfortunately led the ensemble to have to stop.  
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Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #2/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy – Mark Camphouse Time: 8:50-9:10pm 9/27/15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Great reading last time! We will focus on 

mm45-102 today 

2. Run 45-102 

3. Working backwards – all start p/u mm89 

a. Match style 

b. Strong sustains 

c. Accurate counting for entrances 

d. Know your role! 

e. Don’t start too loud 

4. Back up – mm65-89 

a. w/o perc & running lines, tuning, style 

b. running line only – hand offs, be heard! 

c. Perc only – true cacophony! 

d. Put it back together – hear all parts 

5. Back up – mm45-65 

a. Dynamic contrast 

b. Bring out moving accomp notes 

c. Balance as new parts enter 

d. Know who you play with, your role 

6. Run mm45-102 again 

a. Make comments on strengths, 

weaknesses 

Evaluation 

1.  Not sure most students heard this as they were transitioning 

2. Skipped due to previous conductor running over on time. 

3. Intervallic accuracy very lacking, showing that the piece is 

still very new to them and not much outside practice has been 

invested.  Style change in conductor was not as drastic as is 

necessary and thus players did not respond appropriately. 

Volume at climax came at the expense of tone quality. 

4. Style in conductor not indicative of articulations called for. 

Muted trumpet, end of euph line very inaccurate. Phrasing 

very stagnant. Moving lines will come through with more 

accuracy. 

5. Triplet quarters not read correctly – poor “second reading” in 

this section overall. Conductor not effective in conveying piu 

mosso into next section. 

6. Horns still rushing at mm45, trumpets when they enter did the 

same. Percussion not very accurate despite cues. 59 dragged, 

not assisted by large pattern in conductor.  
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Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #3/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy – Mark Camphouse Time: 9:10-9:30pm 10/4/15  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Read 89-end – be mindful of what’s “around the 

notes” and more parts than just yours 

a. Take 60 seconds and discuss among 

yourselves anything questions/comments 

you have from that run through 

b. Implement something you learned on this 

run thru – keep eyes & ears open 

2. Pick a specific spot that needs conductor 

guidance – 112-end? Explain, rehearse 

a. Listen for entrances, how they fit 

b. Be mindful of your role 

c. Stop conducting at 123, hn/eu work 

together 

3. 105-112 – lock in tempo, rhythmic accuracy top 

to bottom 

4. Back up – 79-end, incorporate everything, work 

together on push/pull of the piece 

a. Stop conducting at points, let ensemble 

take the lead musically 

Evaluation 

1.  Discussion was very valuable to ensemble – able to find lots 

of things in a short amount of time that I would not have been 

able to disseminate nearly as efficiently. Clear improvement 

in the succeeding run-through. Conductor pattern needlessly 

large, didn’t indicate style at 105.  

2. Horns rushing 119.  Lack of conductor in soloistic section 

helpful to a point – more guidance will be needed. Better with 

adjustment from conductor.  

3. Conductor did not accurately convey style change. Ensemble 

executed well with verbal instruction. Moving notes, 

accompaniment lines came through at appropriate moments.  

4. Group discussion again facilitated a large amount of 

understanding in a short period of time. This was apparent in 

a more successful execution in many ways on the succeeding 

run through. Understanding of the piece is growing.  
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Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #4/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy – Mark Camphouse Time: 9:00-9:15pm  10/11/15  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Beginning – mm45 

a. Allow soloists to lead, all else follow 

b. Increase ensemble understanding of the 

construction of the work – entrances, 

releases, solos, who plays together 

2. 112-end 

a. Accurate entrances & releases – “felt” 

not “heard” in winds 

i. Perc mm116-end – breathe & 

match up with winds 

b. Soloists lead where possible 

i. Hn/eu 122 

c. Gradual taper to pp at end 

Evaluation 

1.  

a. could improve w/ confidence of all involved. May try 

RHing in a different set up, soloists stand, etc. – 

increase communication between players. 

b. understanding borne out of conductor’s verbal 

directions, not player’s own discovery. Releases not 

accurate throughout this section. 

2.  

a. clearer releases/entrances – conductor assist w/ style 

b. More volume/direction in solos. RH closer together? 

c. Can clarify next RH w/ added conductor clarification. 

3. 23 – 3rd tpt entrance will need personal attention 

4. Soft moments can be much more beautiful and tuneful 

5. Clarity and power is needed in 3rd/4th tpts 
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Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #5/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy - Camphouse Time: 9:00-9:30pm  11/1/15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Run Thru, re-acclimate & refresh memory 

2. Run 45-79, see what we remember 

a. Where is the phrase going? Are we going 

there together? 

b. Are sustains full value, releasing 

together, consistent TQ throughout? 

“Release in the style of the sustain” 

c. Do you know where the moving line is at 

all times? Do those people “match”? 

d. Mm59 -65 – play only if you have DQN 

or smaller 

e. 65 – moving notes? Clear articulations? 

3. 79-112, be mindful of soloists, phrasing, 

sustains, releases 

4. 112-end, hear all the parts, same exercise if 

needed.  

a. Support soloists, good sus/rel  

Evaluation 

1.  Good for ensemble, conductor to see where work is needed. 

2. Compliment about moving line should have been first 

instruction. Sustains are not full value in melodic lines. Some 

time was lost on entrances that lacked confidence. Musicality 

improved without conductor. TQ in trumpets is lacking at 

points, different from the rest of the ensemble. More structure 

needed in conductor’s pattern around 59. Euph line coming 

out nicely in 60. Very minute comments to be made, 

ensemble did a good job of implementing these comments. 

3. Conductor could be clearer with gestures before 89 – more 

time is needed for trombones to make accurate entrance at 

correct tempo. Chimes did an awesome job w/ no cue at 85. 

Tempo rushed at times. Pattern size and style in conductor 

exacerbated this.  

4. Full value sustains not present in all voices, balancing of full 

chords could improve. 
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Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #6/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy - Camphouse Time: 9:00-9:30pm  11/8/15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Don’t overplay dynamics – keep it comfortable until 

the biggest parts of the phrase/piece 

a. Mark where the piece peaks 

b. Mark where your phrases peak  

2. mm59 – “bop it” hear where all the moving notes 

happen in between yours, make things connect 

a. Horns – don’t work too hard 

b. Accurate piu mosso into 65 

c. Check moving line at 65 

d. Check tpt euph mm75 

3. mm96 – “bop it”, notice differences 

a. Accurate allarg/accel into 105 – rep as 

needed for clarity/confidence 

4. Run chunks, check transitions to RH next time 

Evaluation 

1. Discussed at beginning of rehearsal. Better attention to 

extreme louds & more control throughout, helped the 

moments that should be very big be as big as they should be.  

2. This exercise improved continuity of line between individual 

instruments. Verbal instruction to horns helped them not to 

“push” too far. Piu mosso better with verbal indication and 

repetition. 3rd tpt needed to play out more and create a crisper 

32nd note in 75 – fixed with comments as able due to 

absences. Watching video revealed issues in euph line at 65. 

Tpt can still come out more – mutes probably an obstacle.  

3. This exercise was helpful again, but hard on the 1st tpt – 

maybe should have had them play down the octave.  

4.  To rep next time: 102-105 

5. Style on the part of the conductor could be clearer to help 

encourage more “extremes” from the ensemble.  
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Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #7/7 

Ensemble: Brass Ensemble Announcements:  

 

Literature: Legacy - Camphouse Time: 9:00-9:30pm  11/15/15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title 

Run thru, concert order 

1. Be sure all sustains are full value, esp. in 

chorale section and lightly scored areas 

2. Attacks and releases line up, esp. in solo areas 

3. Check tpt3 mm75 for accuracy of rhythm 

4. Check transition into 89 for clarity from 

conductor, understanding of ensemble.  

5. Check transitions with changing tempi, 100% 

understanding and agreeance between conductor 

and ensemble.  

Evaluation 

Run thru was very poor, concerning. Lesson plan adjusted to RH 

unexpectedly troubled areas, then again at direction from 

instructor to work on issues on the part of the conductor: 

1. Clarity of release in mm8 after fermata, entrance in mm10 

2. Clarification of pulse in mm39-45 to help attacks/releases 

3. Mm75 tpt3 brought out, sustains back away quicker 

4. Clarification of releases m78-79 

5. Transitions into mm89, 100-105, 110-112, 118-119 rehearsed 

and improved.  

6. Issue in mm119 in snare drum fixed.  
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Chapter 5 - Concert Variations 

 Unit I. Composer 

Claude Thomas Smith, the only child of Claude Melvin and Harriet Thomas Smith, was 

born March 14, 1932 in Monroe City, Missouri and raised near Kansas City.  Smith’s musical 

background began early in life in the form of dance and piano lessons, later to be followed by 

playing the cornet in the school band at Carrolltown High School. Participation in the band 

program greatly shaped the rest of Smith’s life, as he discovered his ability for teaching band 

(often teaching the classes he was enrolled in and assisting with many others), as well as meeting 

his future wife, who played timpani in the band17.  

Upon graduation in 1950, Smith enrolled in the music education program at Central 

Methodist College in Fayette, Missouri, the same program that had prepared the director who 

influenced him so. Smith changed his primary instrument from trumpet to French horn to help 

balance out the concert band and greatly enjoyed all aspects of his studies, but left school after 

his second year to enlist in the U.S. Army as the Korean Conflict began. During his military 

service, Smith married his high school sweetheart, Maureen, and discovered his interest in 

arranging and composing while fulfilling his duties as a bandsman. After his discharge in 1955, 

the couple moved to Lawrence, KS, where Smith finished his music education degree at the 

University of Kansas18. 

Smith held several public school positions in his life, where he continued to write and 

arrange music, as well as develop exercises for his students (many of which are now published in 

his band methods). He continued to focus on writing for the school band in a way that was 

accessible yet challenging. Smith began publishing with a then-unknown publishing company, 

Wingert-Jones, based in nearby Kansas City, a partnership which bolstered the careers of both 

parties. As his number of published works increased, so too did his popularity as a clinician and 

guest conductor19.  

                                                 

17 Mary Louise Jones, “Claude Thomas Smith: American composer, conductor, and music educator” (DMA diss., 

University of Missouri-Kansas City, 1992)., 1-6  

18 Jones, 6-13.  

19 Jones, 14-44. 
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When his daughter graduated high school in 1976 (from the high school where Smith had 

been teaching for a number of years), Smith left the public schools to begin a short collegiate 

tenure at Southwest Missouri State University. His duties included conducting the orchestra, as 

well as teaching theory and composition. The increased workload and lack of a band on which to 

test his compositions is apparent in his limited compositional output during this time. This, in 

combination with lack of time to travel to serve as a clinician and guest conductor, led to Smith’s 

resignation in 1978. Claude and Maureen returned to the Kansas City area, where Claude 

focused on composition, fulfilling multiple commissions for groups and contracted works, in 

addition to working part-time at the Wingert-Jones store20.  

Smith remained active as a composer, guest conductor, and clinician right up to his 

untimely death in December of 1987, only days before he was scheduled to be a featured 

composer and conductor at The Midwest Clinic in Chicago, IL. The appreciation of the wind 

band world became immediately apparent, as The Midwest Clinic and many other conferences 

across the country paid tribute to Smith during their keynote concerts for months to come21. 

Table 5.1 Claude T. Smith Comprehensive List of Published Band Works, Alphabetically, 

by Grade22 

Title Grade Publisher 

America the Beautiful 2 Claude T. Smith 

Avondale Overture 2 Claude T. Smith 

Bulgarian Folk Dance 2 Claude T. Smith 

Castlebrooke Overture 2 Claude T. Smith 

Chorale Prelude on a German Hymn Tune 2+ Claude T. Smith 

Chorale Prelude: All Things Bright and Beautiful 2 Hal Leonard 

Chorale Prelude: For the Beauty of the Earth 2 Hal Leonard 

Galop Humoresque 2+ Claude T. Smith 

Golden Regiment 2 Claude T. Smith 

                                                 

20 Jones, 45-52. 

21 Jones, 86-89. 

22 Claude T. Smith Publications online catalog of works, http://www.claudetsmith.com/catalog_main.html (accessed 

October 5, 2015).  
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Hymn to St. Avold 2 Claude T. Smith 

Invocation and Jubiloso 2 Hal Leonard 

March on a Scottish Air 2 Out of Print 

Star Song 2 Claude T. Smith 

Stone Mountain Overture 2 Claude T. Smith 

Summer in Rio 2+ Claude T. Smith 

Variations on an English Hymn Tune 2 Hal Leonard 

The Water is Wide 2 Claude T. Smith 

Zia, Zia! 2 Claude T. Smith 

Allegro and Intermezzo 3 Claude T. Smith 

Across the Wide Missouri 3 Wingert-Jones 

American Folk Song Trilogy 3 Claude T. Smith 

Anthem for Winds and Percussion 3 Hal Leonard 

Bainbridge Fair 3 Claude T. Smith 

Beguine on a Brazilian Folk Song 3 Claude T. Smith 

Black Watch March 3 Claude T. Smith 

Chorale and Allegro 3 Wingert-Jones 

Citation (Concert March) 3 Wingert-Jones 

Commemoration Fanfare and Chorale 3 Wingert-Jones 

Concert Variations 3 Wingert-Jones 

Credence  3+ Wingert-Jones 

Danza Sonora 3 Claude T. Smith 

Declaration Overture 3 Wingert-Jones 

Dramatic Prelude 3+ Wingert-Jones 

Flourish and Hymn of Praise 3 Claude T. Smith 

Introduction and Caccia 3 Claude T. Smith 

Introduction and Fugato 3 Claude T. Smith 

Island Fiesta 3 Claude T. Smith 

Legacy for Band 3 Wingert-Jones 

March on an Irish Air 3 Claude T. Smith 
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March Spiritoso 3 Wingert-Jones 

O Come, O Come Emmanuel 3 Hal Leonard 

Overture for a Festival  3 Claude T. Smith 

Oxford Point Overture 3 Claude T. Smith 

Royal Lancer 3- Claude T. Smith 

Santiago Carnival 3 Claude T. Smith 

Sonus Ventorum 3 Wingert-Jones 

Sunbird 3 Claude T. Smith 

Symphonic Psalm 3 Wingert-Jones 

Thousand Hills Overture 3 Hal Leonard 

Were You There When They Crucified My Lord (Four Symphonic 
Chorales) 

3 Out of Print 

Windgate Festival 3 Wingert-Jones 

Windstar 3 Claude T. Smith 

Affirmation and Credo 4 Claude T. Smith 

Allegheny Portrait 4 Claude T. Smith 

Battle Hymn of the Republic 4 Claude T. Smith 

Bombasto Concert March 4 Claude T. Smith 

Boys of the Old Brigade 4 Wingert-Jones 

Canticle: All Creatures of Our God and King 4 Wingert-Jones 

Chorale Prelude: Rejoice Ye Pure in Heart 4+ Claude T. Smith 

Concert Celebration  4+ Claude T. Smith 

Concert Dance and Intermezzo 4 Wingert-Jones 

Cresset Variations 4 Claude T. Smith 

The Distant Trumpet 4 Wingert-Jones 

Emperata 4 Wingert-Jones 

Fanfare, Ballad and Jubilee 4+ Claude T. Smith 

Festive Proclamation 4- Claude T. Smith 

Flight 4+ Wingert-Jones 

Gala XXV: A Symphonic Overture 4 Claude T. Smith 
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God of Our Fathers (Concert Band) 4 Wingert-Jones 

Greensleeves: A Symphonic Setting  4 Hal Leonard 

Horizons West 4 Claude T. Smith 

Incidental Suite 4+ Wingert-Jones 

Inscriptions for Band 4 Wingert-Jones 

Intrada: Adoration and Praise 4 Claude T. Smith 

Jubilant Prelude 4+ Hal Leonard 

Jubilesta 4 Claude T. Smith 

Jubilo, a Concert Overture 4 Wingert-Jones 

Marche Russe 4 Claude T. Smith 

Meremac Rhapsody 4 Wingert-Jones 

Overture on an Early American Folk Hymn 4 Wingert-Jones 

Prelude for Band 4 Wingert-Jones 

Rejoice in Glorious Hope 4 Wingert-Jones 

Shenandoah: A Sea Fantasy 4 Hal Leonard 

Symphonic March on an English Hymn Tune 4 Claude T. Smith 

Symphonic Variations on “In Dulci Jubilo” 4 Claude T. Smith 

World Freedom March 4 Claude T. Smith 

Acclamation 5 Kalmus 

Dance Prelude 5 Claude T. Smith 

Eternal Father, Strong to Save 5+ Wingert-Jones 

Joyance 5 Wingert-Jones 

Jubilee for Winds 5 Wingert-Jones 

Moresca: A Symphonic Pantomime 5 Claude T. Smith 

Overture Romantique 5+ Wingert-Jones 

Prelude and Toccata 5 Claude T. Smith 

Prelude Variations 5+ Wingert-Jones 

Rhapsody on Christmas Carols 5 Hal Leonard 

Serenade and Dance 5 Claude T. Smith 

Silver Salutation 5 Claude T. Smith 
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Symphonic Prelude on Adeste Fidelis 5 Hal Leonard 

Symphonic Variations on Amazing Grace 5 Hal Leonard 

Symphony #1 for Band 5 Hal Leonard 

Danse Folatre 6+ Wingert-Jones 

Festival Variations 6+ Wingert-Jones 

Variations on a Hymn by Louis Bourgeois 6 Claude T. Smith 

Variations on a Revolutionary Hymn 6 Wingert-Jones 

 Unit II. Composition 

Concert Variations was commissioned by the Missouri Educators Lambda Chapter of Phi 

Beta Mu. The work was premiered on January 23, 1976 at the Missouri Music Educators 

Association Conference. This performance was given by the Jefferson City, Missouri High 

School Band, under the direction of Jerry Hoover. The work is published by Wingert-Jones23. 

Despite premiering in 1976, the work did not see publication until 1977. Concert Variations was 

composed during Smith’s time as director of bands at Chillicothe High School in Chillicothe, 

MO, a position he held for 10 years. His time at Chillicothe was the longest tenure he held in any 

position throughout his life, and it was during these years that his daughter, Pam, attended this 

school and played in his band. Despite the many rigors and commitments of being a high school 

band director, Smith contributed most greatly to his portfolio during his 18 years in the public 

schools, devoting time after school and in summers to composition 24. 

 Unit III. Historical Perspective 

Variation form (also referred to as theme and variation) is a popular compositional style 

among composers of all genres, ages, and ability levels. The Oxford Companion to Music 

describes the compositional process as beginning with “a self-contained theme [that] is repeated 

and changed in some way with each successive statement25.” Variations of the original theme in 

                                                 

23 Claude T. Smith, Concert Variations, program notes. (Kansas City: Wingert-Jones Music, Inc., 1977). 

24 Jones, 18, 23-44. 

25 Jones, Timothy. "variation form." The Oxford Companion to Music. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 

Press, accessed October 5, 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e7067. 
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a work can be great or few in number, and can be similar or different in a multitude of ways. The 

use of variation as a musical form can be traced back to the 16th century, when it was common 

for musicians to “improvising embellishments in successive strophes of songs and dances”26. 

This style of composition was perpetuated throughout Spain, and later used by Italian and 

English composers as well. 17th century dances (such as the passacaglia and chaconne) and 18th 

century vocal works (such as the chorale variation and double) helped to keep the variation alive 

as a viable compositional form. The Bach Goldberg Variations, written around the same time, 

helped perpetuate this style and has remained a popular example of the form to this day. Other 

composers throughout history to utilize this technique both with popularity and skill include such 

greats as Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms27. The form is still used 

today by composers of various genres and mediums. 

 Unit IV. Technical Considerations 

Concert Variations is listed as a Grade 3 work on many state repertoire lists. A quick 

glance at the score does not show anything too taxing to conductor or ensemble member, but a 

deeper investigation will show some of Smith’s compositional hallmarks that keep the work 

interesting and provide an accessible challenge to developing bands.  

The two largo sections of this work, while short in duration, require stamina from all 

players in the ensemble. The group would do well to incorporate long tones and breathing 

exercises into daily practice and ensemble warm up to facilitate successful execution of these 

sections, if these exercises are not currently part of the warm up. As stamina builds in the 

players, the conductor should help coach the phrasing of these sections, so that all notes have 

direction and last for the full printed duration. Lastly, moving lines in the middle and low voices 

should always be heard, and have the potential to be covered up if balance is not addressed in 

these areas. The horn/flute duet at the close of the first section may require initial explanation, or 

a viewing of the full score, for the players to be successful. The horn part in this section is not 

cross-scored, but is certainly essential, and must be transcribed (preferably for euphonium or 

another mid-range brass instrument) if horns are not present in the ensemble.  

                                                 

26 Jones, “variation form”.  

27 ibid. 
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The allegro and allegro vivace sections lack a metronome marking. Tempi in the range of 

QN=138 and QN=156 may be considered for these sections, respectively. Regardless of the final 

tempi selected for a particular ensemble, it is important that a sense of forward momentum and 

contrast remain in these sections. Ensembles unfamiliar with the concept of triple meters may 

struggle with the 7/8 measures interspersed throughout these sections. This can be taught through 

warm up exercises comparing duple and triple meters at various tempi. Metronome work will 

assist in the solidification of these measures within the work as well. The conductor should work 

to ensure that the pattern conducted is an accurate representation of the pulse. The interspersing 

of irregularly-metered measures is a trademark of Smith’s compositional style, and should be 

executed with the utmost accuracy.  

The work is scored for a more “traditional” band, with parts for Eb and alto clarinets and 

string bass. The Eb clarinet can add brilliance to the clarinet section, but the part is doubled in 

the other woodwind voices, making the inclusion of this instrument tonally non-essential. Since 

the alto clarinet is doubled in the alto saxophone, this instrument is also not likely to be missed. 

The string bass doubles the tuba and low reed lines throughout, and while the sonority and 

timbre of the instrument may be desirable, its absence is not tonally detrimental.  

The range of the first trumpet extends up to written Bb6 – if these players are not 

confident in their upper register, the director should alter the parts accordingly. The first 

trombone also reaches to a concert Eb2 – if this note is not accessible for these players, help 

should be provided from the euphoniums (if capable) or bassoons to be sure the solo sections are 

at least covered. The percussion set up is more extensive, calling for a full complement of 

timpani, gong, marimba, xylophone, chimes, vibes, bells, snare drum, bass drum, crash cymbals, 

triangle, and suspended cymbals. The division of the four parts will keep a large percussion 

section busy, but if players or instruments are lacking in number or availability, every attempt 

should be made to cover all parts or substitute instruments as appropriate.  

 Unit V. Stylistic Considerations 

Two predominant styles are apparent in Concert Variations – first, a mournful, 

lugubrious dirge; and second, a bright, playful jaunt. Within these larger sections, certain stylistic 

variations are both notated and implied. Each individual phrase has a slightly different style than 

those previous, dictated by tempo, instrumentation, dynamics, articulations, and tessitura. By 
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following the nuances provided by the composer and striving for even a slight difference 

between conjunct and repeated sections, the ensemble can be successfully execute these changes.  

It is imperative that appropriate tempi be taken throughout the work, and that the 

ensemble rehearses the transitions between each large section, especially for young ensembles. 

The suggested tempi could be slightly altered to provide a closer metric modulation if the 

ensemble struggles to make the transition, but with careful rehearsal and teaching on the part of 

the conductor, this should not be an issue.  

Throughout the allegro sections, it is crucial that all players perform accurate note 

lengths. Styles shift between the smaller sub-sections of this part of the work, and frequently the 

composer juxtaposes a very rhythmic ostinato beneath a flowing melodic line. Shortening of the 

notes in the melodic line will cause tempo struggles between the melodic and accompaniment 

lines, so metronome work in ensemble and alone is necessary for vertical alignment. In the 

slower sections, a lack of subdivision will lead to shortening of note values as well, which in turn 

will pull the tempo away from that which was intended. Ensemble members should personally 

subdivide throughout and be constantly aware of any moving notes present, in their own and 

other parts, to maintain rhythmic accuracy.  

 Unit VI. Musical Elements 

 Melody 

The composer states a very simple melody in the first measures of the work (Fig 5.1). 

Though plain and unembellished, Smith takes this theme through a number of variations 

throughout the work that vary in tempo and difficulty. In the Largo section, the main theme is 

followed by the first variation, a sort of embellishment or “filling in” of the original (Fig. 5.2). 

These two iterations return simultaneously in the second Largo section near the end of the work.  
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Figure 5.1 - Concert Variations theme 

 

Figure 5.2 - Variation A (doubled 8va) 

 

 

 The Allegro section begins with a short transitional section, which utilizes the melodic 

pitches of the theme in a successive eighth-note pattern, followed by the beginnings of a 

rhythmic ostinato that permeates this and the allegro vivace section (Fig. 5.3). The first full 

variation in the Allegro section shows more melodic similarities to the original, while more 

rhythmic variation is present (Fig. 5.4). This theme is immediately repeated with a melodic “tag” 

(Fig. 5.5). Both the initial Variation B and the “tagged” version return later in this section, and 

again in the allegro vivace section at the close of the work.  

Figure 5.3 - Allegro transition/theme in diminution and ostinato introduction 

 

Figure 5.4 - Variation B 

 

 

Figure 5.5 - Variation B with melodic "tag" 

 

 

 The second major variation occurs near the middle of the allegro section and returns 

again in this section and the allegro vivace section. This variation, first stated in trombones, then 
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repeated by the trumpets, is a sort of theme in diminution with slight rhythmic changes. This 

variation is also presented in the parallel major key to the initial statement (Fig. 5.6).  

Figure 5.6 - Variation C 

 

 

 The final major variation (Variation D) occurs near the close of the Allegro section and 

does not return later in the work. This variation begins in the trumpets and is then repeated in 

canon throughout the winds (Fig. 5.7). The opening of this variation is similar to the original 

theme, but quickly changes to mimic the ostinato figure prevalent in the faster sections.  

Figure 5.7 - Variation D 

 

 

 Harmony 

Harmonic structure remains consistent throughout the work, despite the many 

permutations of the original theme displayed (Fig. 5.8). Once the musicians have identified this 

structure in one area, it should be pointed out in each section so musicians can transfer this 

knowledge to new sections. Despite this repetition, it is not often that any instrument will repeat 

a part verbatim from one section to the next. This provides new interest to the musician in each 

section, as well as a challenge to continually listen across the ensemble to ensure they are 

fulfilling the proper role at all times.  

Figure 5.8 - reduction with harmonic analysis, mm1-8 
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 Rhythm 

Rhythm is one of the primary differences between each statement of the melody, as can 

be seen in previous sections. As such, it is imperative that musicians stay true to the rhythms 

written in their part, and subdivide as necessary to maintain rhythmic accuracy (especially in 

slower sections).  

Throughout the allegro sections of this work, an ostinato is used to provide forward 

motion, aural familiarity, rhythmic interest, and even variation to the melody. This figure is 

introduced at letter D in the low reeds and tuba. This figure permeates both faster sections of the 

work, and is also used as a “variation” to the latter half of many melodic phrases in these 

sections (Fig. 5.9).  

Figure 5.9 - ostinato 

 

 

At F, the composer provides utilizes a theme in canon technique, employing the Variation 

D as the “theme”, beginning first in trumpets, then passing throughout the winds (Fig. 5.10). This 

pattern must line up rhythmically with the percussion to provide a strong foundation for the 

melodic and harmonic voices above.  
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Figure 5.10 - F, theme in canon, reduced with instrument entrances labeled 

 

 

 Timbre 

The composer makes use of a wide variety of timbres throughout the entire work, and 

even within smaller sections of the larger composition. This is done largely through use of solo 

versus tutti lines, changing the tessitura of a line within like instruments, or passing the melody 

from one instrument (or group of instruments) to another. This occurs notably between letters B-

D, where the mid to low woodwinds and horns state a variation of the theme alone that is 

immediately repeated by the full ensemble. The percussion parts often assist in the transition 

between both small and large sections, providing rhythmic and timbral interest while the winds 

are sustaining.  
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 Unit VII. Form and Structure 

 

Form MM Characteristics T.C. 

First Statement of 
Theme 

1-8 Full band introduces theme, and harmonic structure 
used for the entire piece is presented with little 
embellishment.  

bb 

Variation A 10-16 First variation presented in solo trumpet and 
trombone; flutes, clarinets continue original theme; 
thinly scored, “simple” accompaniment continues in 
low woodwinds & tuba 

bb 

Cadenza 17 Solo horn sustains under solo flute cadenza on theme F/bb 

Transition 18-19 Low brass echo the second half of the chord 
progression used before the cadenza, but cadence to 
a major chord 

Bb/Bb 

Transition/Quotatio
n 

20-21 Woodwinds enter with transitional “variation”, a mix 
of theme in diminution and filled-in melodic line 

Bb 

Transition/Introduc
tion of Ostinato 

22-28 High brass parts enter, joined by more instruments as 
time continues, introducing ostinato material 

bb 

Variation B 29-36 Woodwinds introduce Var. B at forte, repeat at piano. bb 

Variation B’ 37-44 Brass and percussion join with Var. B, now with an 
added “melodic tag” in each phrase.  

bb 

Transition 45-46 Low brass/woodwinds bridge variations with ostinato bb 

Variation C 47-56 Trombones enter with Var. C, joined by trumpets. Full 
band joins for harmonic exploration of theme 

Bb 

Transition 57-61 Transition material returns in upper voices, lows join 
for ostinato and transition to next variation 

bb 

Variation B’’ 62-69 Var. B’ is repeated with slight additions.  bb 

Variation D/Theme 
in Augmentation & 
Canon 

70-81 Trumpets begin modified theme in augmentation; 
mid-brass/woodwind, then UWW, then LB/WW enter 
with theme in aug. & canon 

bb 

Transition 82-83 Horns and percussion return with ostinato bb 

Variation C’ 84-93 Var. C is repeated with slight additions. Bb 

Transition 94-97 Transition returns as before. Full band allarg. in 96, 
leading to fermata quarter notes on beat 3 & 4 97 

bb 
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Variation A’ 98-104 Var. A is played by upper woodwinds; tenor sax, 
trumpets, and euphonium play original theme; all 
others provide rhythmic & harmonic accompaniment 

bb 

Transition  105-106 Trombones restate ostinato, while low reeds/tuba 
provide downbeats. 

bb 

Variation A’’ at 
Faster Tempo 

107-114 Var. A is modified in trumpet 1, horns, and 
euphonium; upper/mid woodwinds and trumpet 2-3 
state original theme; ostinato & downbeats continue 

bb 

Transition  115-116 Upper/mid woodwinds restate ostinato bb 

Variation C’’ 117-122 Var. C is altered and stated by trumpet & trombone. 
Low brass/woodwinds enter with altered theme. 

bb 

Closing Motive 123-125 Timpani restates ostinato, UWW enter w/altered 
theme, full ensemble sounds the last note together. 

bb 

 Unit VIII. Suggested Listening 

Smith, Claude T. Declaration Overture 

Smith, Claude T. Dramatic Prelude  

Smith, Claude T. God of Our Fathers 

Smith, Claude T. Eternal Father, Strong to Save 

Holst, Gustav. Second Suite for Military Band, Op. 28 No. 2. (mvt II) 

Holst, Gustav. First Suite for Military Band, Op. 28 No. 1. (mvt III) 

Elgar, Edward. Variations on an Original Theme ‘Enigma’, Op. 36 

Bach, Johann Sebastian. Goldberg-Variationen, BWV 988 

 

 Unit IX. Seating Chart and Acoustical Justification 

The seating arrangement used for Concert Variations was the standard seating chart for 

the KSU Concert Band (Figure 5.11). This arrangement is a standard arrangement for smaller 

concert bands, and provides good balance between woodwind, brass, and percussion players. It 

also works well for this ensemble in McCain Auditorium, the performance venue used at Kansas 

State University. 
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Figure 5.11 - Concert Variations seating chart 
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Unit X. Rehearsal Plans and Evaluations 

 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #“0”/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements: UBAND! 

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 10/19/15 12:35pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Brief walk through of piece 

a. Solo tpt/tbn at A 

b. Fl cadenza mm17, 2 bar “out-tro” to 

Allegro 

c. 7/8, 2/4 after Allegro (reoccurs!) 

d. WW only at B, all at C 

e. Tbn 2 after D, build to E 

f. F theme in canon 

g. Allargando before H, return to Largo 

h. Allegro Vivace 2 before I, stringendo at J 

2. Run through top to bottom, without stopping 

Evaluation 

1.  Condensed for sake of time. 

2. Ensemble did not remember the 2 measures before the 

Allegro after the flute cadenza, which forced a restart.  

a. Percussion was lost through a lot of the run through 

b. Concert Db, Gb largely ignored by ensemble 

c. Took too fast of a tempo 2 before I and spent the 

remainder of the run through “dragging” the ensemble 

to the end of the work.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #1/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements: UBAND! 

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 10/23/15  12:57-1:20pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Play beg-17, balance to moving notes (QN=76) 

a. Identify theme 

2. Jump to 20-D – slightly under tempo 

a. Identify variation of theme 

b. Solidify 4/4-7/8-4/4 transition, p/u 22-26 

1. Look ahead – p/u 57! 

ii. Sizzle/air, add fingers 

iii. Sing with fingers 

iv. Play 

c. Reincorporate – 20-b 

3. B-D notice large and small variations within 

these sections. When it’s different, emphasize it! 

4. Run beg-D, incorporate all concepts discussed 

today, create variety between variations 

5. For next time – look ahead and notice 

similarities, differences between each section. 

Evaluation 

1.  Lack of confidence in own parts led to focus on personal 

playing instead of ensemble listening. Pointing out moving 

notes helped identify important moments in different voices.  

2.  Sizzling exercise of 4/4-7/8-4/4 helped winds, but perc did 

not participate and struggled to grasp change. Did not 

specifically relate to original section due to interruption with 

question about cues. Lack of practice evident in numerous 

missed accidentals. 

3. WW p/u to 39 – much evidence of no practice. Many missed 

accidentals. Time to finger through on own was helpful. Lack 

of cohesive style in brass. Moved on to play D-E as well 

before moving to next part of lesson and noted that all 

material for the entire work has now been introduced. 

4. Had time to move back and do beg-Allegro, but did not make 

it to D.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #2/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements:  

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Play D-H, be mindful of where the theme is 

2. Play F-H 

a. G-H very similar to D-E! 

b. Theme in augmentation @ F – relate to 

theme at G 

3. E-F similar to C-D 

4. Jump ahead – Allegro Vivace to end 

a. Under tempo – listen for all parts 

b. Separate long notes, short notes, melody 

i. How are they similar/different? 

c. Deconstruct J-end 

i. Note entrances, groupings 

5. Play D-end – transfer knowledge! 

Evaluation 

1. This was worse than sightreading. Starting and ending points 

clearly stated, slower tempo taken – unsure as to why this was 

so poorly executed. Reminder given that the work is a theme 

and variation and all material is reused. 

2. Percussion very inaccurate throughout 

a. Very much went after this similarity – connection did 

not appear to be made by ensemble.  

b. Also tried to relate these sections very much, 

ensemble also did not seem to follow. 

3. Key again missed by many. Reminder to “remember what 

you already know”. Reinforced by playing E-G, then C-D. 

4. Noted that all material here has been used before.  

a. Percussion very unsuccessful even at slower tempo 

b. Balance better when listening for melody, needs work 

c. Entrance at 117 was good, pointed out lows in mm121 

5. Understanding of concepts from section to section was 

apparent in stylistic decisions and overall execution. Largo 

will need more attention at a later date. 
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #3/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements:  

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 11/2/15  12:30-12:35 warm up  12:35-12:57pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Warm Up – Breathing Gym, Bach 7 

2. Run I-end, closer to tempo w/changes 

a. Know where to listen! 

b. Accuracy in percussion 

c. Separate melody 

d. Full value sustains 

3. A-17 – notice similarities to I  

4. Beg-20 – each phrase needs direction 

a. Sustain for full value with energy 

5. H-Allegro – Same concepts 

6. Full run thru – find continuity between sections 

a. Make note of transitions that need work 

Evaluation 

1.  Bach 7 was a challenge but prepared them for the RH. 

2. Attention was better when noted; “motor” needed more 

guidance than melody to keep time. Melody can be shaped 

after tempo is established. 

3. Small phrasing is better in the ensemble, but we can still start 

softer so we have more room to grow. 

4. 20-D 7/8 is not steady (conductor and ensemble). 

Articulations need more clarity and contrast. 

5. Full run thru was not accomplished due to more time spent on 

other sections as directed by advisor. Will accomplish in next 

RH, as well as points 3 & 5 from this lesson plan.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #4/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements:  

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 11/6/15  12:57-1:20pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. D-H – motor constant & steady 

a. Moving lines come out over top 

b. Best TQ, direction in phrases 

c. Emphasis on triplets –> next bar 

2. I-J – melodic line needs to come out 

3. Beg-20 – each phrase needs direction 

a. Sustain for full value with energy 

4. Full run thru – find continuity between sections 

a. Make note of transitions that need work 

Evaluation 

1. Trombones are not accurate with pitch and do not match tone 

across the section. Will address next RH by having them play 

alone with full support. 

2. Trumpet entrance at F weak. Will address next RH as well. 

3. Snare drum tempo is not steady, rolls inconsistent. Will 

address this with player with specific issues, what to change. 

4. mm76 low reed entrance lacked tone quality, rhythm. Will 

tune this chord next RH, players check pitch tendency sheets. 

5. Ensemble still not watching for allarg. before H. Will be more 

clear in pattern next RH, ask ensemble to be aware sooner. 

6. Attacks/releases from I-J inaccurate, out of tune. Will ask 

ensemble to be more aware of these next RH. 

7. Changing note 1 mm before J needs to come out. Will cue. 

8. Tempo pushed when we returned to the beginning. Will 

address next RH w/ reminder and tempo marking.   
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #5/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements:  

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 11/11/15  12:57-1:20pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Wrong notes were prevalent in last run thru. 

Please mark anything giving you trouble now. 

Suggest writing in first change in each area. 

2. Attacks and releases in general are not together. 

a. C – all playing, listen across. 

b. B – best WW TQ you can muster! 

Change texture, lessen dynamic. Emph. > 

c. Plan breathing/strategic breaths m53-56 

d. Run F – make the notes touch 

e. Run sustains at I – still counts at the 

faster tempo! 

3. Allargando – you have got to watch!!! Rep 

several times, different ways, draw glasses, etc.  

4. If snare is an issue – meet w/Ellen & Alex 

Evaluation  

1. Instead of specifically calling this out, made note of many 

wrong notes throughout in all parts, gave 30 seconds to circle 

anything still causing individual trouble. 

2. Worked several sections to reinforce concept 

a. Alternated playing and making comments about 

general listening. Attacks/releases improved. 

b. Reminded to apply same concepts here. Discovered 

dragging of tempo and corrected. TQ also improved. 

c. Improved with prompting. Reinforced triplet accuracy 

d. Note length improved without comment. Balance also 

needed attention and improved as it was pointed out. 

e. Concepts transferred well. Tempo/balance not good so 

section was rehearsed. Perc improved with tempo and 

helped ensemble. Ensemble backed off so melody 

could come through. 

3. Discussed earlier when execution was especially 

unsuccessful.  

4. Did not meet privately but noted especially troubled areas. 
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #6/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements:  

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 11/16/15  12:30-12:57pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

Warm Up – Smith H-105 

Tuning – 1st player matches tuner, next chair adds, etc. 

1. H – as full, sonorous as possible. More horn! 

2. TQ/Phrasing/Gestures at D/G need improvement 

a. Tbn, tpt– intervallic cleanliness! 

3. RH transitions from largo to allegro sections for 

accurate tempo, style changes 

a. D-I 

b. H-end 

c. Beg-D 

Evaluation 

1. Successfully addressed in warm up 

2. Attacks/releases needed to be readdressed from previous 

rehearsal. TQ improved from last RH and was not 

addressed. Phrasing in general was discussed, asked 

ensemble to make more out of each phrase.  

a. Improved within scope of this ensemble and was 

not addressed. Personal work could help more. 

3. Transitions between like sections successful. More 

attention was needed between contrasting sections. 

a. Allarg. before I still unsuccessful on first attempts. 

Transition into I from fermata needed dynamic 

attention but was easily fixed. 

b. Unsuccessful in grasping tempo 2 before I out of 

largo. Xylo esp. dragged and was corrected. 

Stringendo needed more push and was better with 

attention. 

c. Musicality at beginning addressed. Transition 

from largo to allegro very successful.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #7/7 

Ensemble: Concert Band Announcements:  

 

Literature: Concert Variations - Smith Time: 11/20/15 1:05-1:20pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title 

Run thru in concert order, then spot check as needed. 

1. 17-E 

a. 17-20 – DON’T FORGET MM18-19!!!  

i. Remind how flute solo ends 

b. 33 – don’t forget “p” for all who play 

c. D-E – style! 

i. Tbn – good tone is important!!! 

ii. Forward motion in triplets 

iii. Sn @ D/G – don’t miss entrance! 

2. G-End 

a. Don’t miss the allargando!! Get eyes up!! 

b. Transitions in/out of largo 

c. Melody must come out at I! 

d. Xylo needs to be in time 

Evaluation 

1.  Goal - RH large chunk, different groups had different targets 

a. Reminded, again, that this measure exists. RH’d last 

notes of flute cadenza, these measures, then transition. 

b. Executed well after brought to attention. 

c. Reminded of legato, contrast to marcato 

i. More successful when reminded of dynamic 

ii. Executed well after brought to attention 

iii. Reminded of entrance, D & G are same 

2. Goal - RH large chunk, different groups had different targets 

a. Reminded, again. More successful with more reps 

b. Reminded that tempo is often too fast in largo. More 

successful in succeeding reps. 

c. Reminded of melodic voices. Slightly more successful 

in succeeding reps.  

d. Improved somewhat after brought to attention.  
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Chapter 6 - Romance for Band 

 Unit I. Composer 

John Paul Zdechlik was born May 2, 1937 in Minneapolis, MN, and began his musical 

life at age six by way of piano lessons. When he realized he would need to pick up a wind 

instrument to participate in the school band, he began briefly on an E-flat alto horn before 

switching to trumpet. Finding himself in a self-described mediocre school music program, 

Zdechlik soon developed a great interest in playing in and arranging for jazz and dance bands – a 

style of music not accepted in the public schools at that time. He received instruction on jazz 

arranging from local writer/pianist Herb Pilhofer, and found this to influence his piano playing. 

Zdechlik also worked for another local writer, Red McCloud, who “taught” him by passing on 

transcribing and arranging jobs to the young composer28.  

Zdechlik went on to study music education at the nearby University of Minnesota. After 

two one-year teaching gigs in small schools, he taught for one year at St. Cloud State University 

before returning to the University of Minnesota to study composition with Paul Fetler and 

Dominic Argento. While earning his master’s and Ph.D., Zdechlik was also the Assistant 

Director of Bands under Dr. Frank Bencriscutto, a fellow jazzer who soon became a close 

colleague and friend29. 

Following his Ph.D., Zdechlik became the only music faculty member at the just-opened 

Lakewood Community College (now Century College), where he taught until his retirement in 

1997. Although his primary duties included founding the school’s concert band and teaching 

music theory, he went on to establish a school jazz band, a local alumni jazz band, and the now-

annual Century College Jazz Festival. Zdechlik continued to be an active composer, not just 

completing works on commission, but also writing for his own ensembles. During his tenure, 

Zdechlik was elected to the prestigious American Bandmaster’s Association30. 

                                                 

28 Mark Montemayor, “John Zdechlik.” In “A Composer’s Insight”, edited by Timothy Salzman, 288-304. 

(Galesville, MD: Meredith Music Publications, 2006).  

29 ibid.  

30 ibid.  
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Dr. Zdechlik continues to compose and publish new works in his retirement, and remains 

actively in demand as a guest conductor and clinician for bands across the country. He lives with 

his wife in White Bear Lake, a suburb of St. Paul, MN31.  

Table 6.1 – John Zdechlik List of Works Available for Concert Band, Alphabetically, by 

Grade 32  

Title Length Grade Publisher Published 

In Dulci Jubilo 2:30 1.5 Kjos 1988 

Barcarole for Flutes 6:00 3/4  Kjos 1997 

Chorale & Shaker Dance II 8:00 3 Kjos 1986 

A Country Suite 7:00 3.5 N/A 2002 

Images of Aura Lee 8:00 3 Kjos 1981 

Meyer March 2:30 3 Kjos 1996 

Mother Machree 5:00 3.5 Kjos 1987 

On a Thomas Tallis Theme 5:00 3.5 Kjos 2009 

Two Andean Folk Songs 5:00 3 Kjos 2000 

Windsong 6:00 3.5 Kjos 2002 

Z’s Blues 6:00 3 Kjos 1979 

Awake My Soul 10:00 4 Kjos 1988 

Balade (Euphonium Solo w/Concert Band) 5:00 4 Kjos 2003 

Chorale and Shaker Dance 9:00 4 Kjos 1972 

Dialogues on In Dulci Jubilo 10:00 4 Kjos 1986 

Faces of Kum Ba Yah 9:00 4 Kjos 1978 

Fox River Valley Overture 8:00 4 Kjos 2001 

Grace Variants 9:00 4 Kjos 1973 

Grand Rapids Suite 10:00 4 Kjos 1993 

Hats Off To Thee (for Concert Band) 4:00 4 N/A 1997 

                                                 

31 Montemoyer, 290. 

32 Montemoyer, 300-304; John Zdechlik personal website listing of published works, http://johnzdechlik.com/listen/ 

(accessed January 9, 2016); John Zdechlik personal website listing of unpublished works available for purchase, 

http://johnzdechlik.com/purchase/ (accessed January 9, 2016). 
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Intermezzo 3:35 4 Kjos 1986 

Lake Washington Suite 11:00 4 Kjos 1983 

Passacaglia 4:45 4 Kjos 1986 

Prelude 4:00 4 Kjos 1986 

Prelude and Fugue 8:00 4 Kjos 1996 

Psalm 46 9:30 4 Alfred 1969 

Romance for Band 10:00 4 Kjos 1979 

Sing My Tongue Alleluia 9:00 4 Kjos 2001 

Caprice for Trumpet and Band 8:00 5 Kjos 1996 

Concerto for French Horn and Band 18:00 5 Kjos 1995 

Dance Variations 12:00 5 Kjos 1976 

Lyric Statement 9:00 5 Kjos 1975 

Rondo Capriccio 11:30 5 Kjos 1979 

Rondo Jubiloso 9:00 5.5 Kjos 1998 

Celebrations 8:00 6 Kjos 1993 

 Unit II. Composition 

Zdechlik composed Romance for Band in 1979 on commission from the Minnesota 

Chapter of the American School Band Directors Association. The organization commissioned 

the work for the 27th Annual National Convention of the ASBDA, held that year in Minneapolis, 

MN. The work was premiered during the final session of the convention on August 1, 1979, and 

performed by the Minnesota ASBDA All-Star High School Band under the direction of Col. 

Arnald Gabriel33. The performance time of the work is listed at 10 minutes in the score.  

 Unit III. Historical Perspective 

In music, the word “romance” has been closely related to the ballad since the 15th century 

in Spain and Italy. The term, as used in music today, became more codified in the 18th century, 

adhering to the “romantic” and “lyrical” qualities now often considered synonymous with the 

                                                 

33 John Zdechlik, Romance for Band, program notes (San Diego: Kjos West, 1980). 
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term34. Since the term was initially borne as a description for poetry and prose (later, that which 

incorporated song), it stands to reason that the term was applied consistently in a musical fashion 

to works for voice in the early 1700’s35. Instrumental romances were soon to follow, where the 

term typically described a slow movement of a larger work composed in rondo, ABA, or 

variation structure. Gossec is credited with the first known use of the romance in this way, in his 

Symphony in E-flat op. 5 no. 2 (1761/2). Another, possibly better known example can be found 

in Mozart’s Serenade k525 Eine kleine Nachtmusik36.  

Oxford Music Online describes ternary form as “perhaps the most fundamental of 

musical forms, based on the natural principles of departure and return, and of thematic contrast 

then repetition”.37 This structure can first be found in da capo arias and minuet and trios, and 

came to expand over musical history in a variety of ways. Distinct from rondo form 

(ABACADA), in which the non-“A” sections may differ only slightly from the “A” sections, 

ternary form (A-B-A’) will typically display a grand contrast in the “B” section to the original 

“A” section. Also significant to ternary form is the harmonic motion near the close of each 

section: unlike binary form, where the A section will end “opened” (in the dominant or relative 

major key area), the A section in ternary form will almost always end closed (in the tonic key)38.  

 Unit IV. Technical Considerations 

Romance for Band presents relatively few rhythmic challenges, but in these seemingly 

“simple” lines the composer has imposed the challenge of rhythmic unison. Musicians will need 

to utilize subdivision to great extents in the performance of this work so that vertical alignment is 

not compromised. These efforts will not only lead to more successful execution of musical lines 

in general, but will also increase the accuracy of musical entrances and releases, especially in the 

                                                 

34 Jack Sage, et al. "Romance." Oxford Music Online. 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/23725 (accessed January 9, 2016). 

35 ibid. 

36 ibid. 

37 W. Dean Sutcliffe and Michael Tilmouth. "Ternary form." Oxford Music Online, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/27700 (accessed January 9, 2016). 

38 ibid. 
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faster B section. Of equal importance is the concept of listening across the ensemble to other 

players both in and outside of the individual’s section, so total accuracy can be achieved.  

It is essential that sustained pitches be held for the proper length as indicated in the 

music, especially in the beginning and closing sections of the work. Upon inspection of the 

score, it can be noticed that moments of notated silence are incredibly rare. This was surely an 

intentional compositional effort on the part of the composer – that all lines “touch”, despite the 

changes in instrumentation throughout the duration of the line. Full-value sustains also contribute 

to the chordal texture of the work. Throughout the piece, a consort of instruments will sustain 

one chord while another consort sounds a juxtaposing chord. The true “clash” of these chords, 

and an increased sense of harmonic progression, will be emphasized by sustains of proper length.  

Articulations presented in this work are not inherently challenging; the challenge, as with 

rhythm, will lie in the ability to develop a section and ensemble cohesiveness and consistency in 

articulation. When an articulation is presented, it is often used heavily for that phrase or section, 

and used across the ensemble, with a specific purpose. The tenuto markings at the beginning of 

the work should invoke a sense of pulsating, undulating movement, which may require a 

different “style” of tenuto than would be used in another work. The staccato articulations in the 

middle section of the work should be executed with lightness of character while maintaining an 

amount of body and substance. Trills in this section should be unmeasured and fiery, providing 

intensity and forward motion.   

A majority of the scoring for this work will fall in a comfortable range for the musician 

capable of playing music of this grade level. Both oboe parts have moments near the bottom of 

the staff that will require a skilled player to execute with proper tone quality and dynamic 

control, and a middle C is asked of both parts in the allegro section. Moments of unison across 

the three clarinet parts will require an even tone and skill level across all registers for all players, 

especially in the upper registers for the lower parts. The second bassoonist should possess great 

facility and control in the lowest register of the instrument, and an alternate G-flat fingering will 

need to be utilized in mm132 and mm135 to negotiate the non-idiomatic B-flat to G-flat interval. 

Trombones will need a quick arm to negotiate a slurred sixteenth-note chromatic passage 

beginning from mm112-114, and 3rd trombone will need to be comfortable in the upper part of 

the register to execute the F-sharp above middle C in mm193. Euphonium will need great facility 

in the upper register, as they have scored a G and A-flat above middle C from mm194-202.  
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Solos are present in the principal parts for flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet, horn, and 

euphonium. Straight mutes are required for trumpets and trombones. A chromatic passage near 

the close of the work will cross the break on both flute and clarinet, but due to the slow tempo of 

this section, this run is more than negotiable. Due to the scoring of unique chord tones in the alto 

clarinet line, the inclusion of this instrument vital. If an instrument or player is not available, the 

conductor should be sure alternate instruments throughout the ensemble cover these chord tones.   

 Unit V. Stylistic Considerations 

The slow tempo (QN=54) at the onset of the piece must be clearly established so that all 

members of the ensemble can be successful with entrances and articulations. Entrances in this 

section should be confident without drawing the listener’s attention, or “felt, not heard”. 

Musicians must also be sensitive to the collective dynamic created by the ensemble and adjust 

their personal volume accordingly. Perhaps in contrast to this, ensemble members must also be 

cognizant that there will be times when their written dynamic is quite different from that of 

another section. In these instances, they must remain true to what is in their part, and use their 

aural skills to determine their role in the ensemble at that moment. The conductor may need to 

address the idiosyncrasies of the tenuto articulation mark with specific sections of the ensemble, 

as this articulation is the principal technique behind the “pulsating” feel requested by the 

composer. It may be helpful to note that brass and flute players will execute this differently than 

the rest of the woodwinds, so great care must be given by all to achieve a cohesive style across 

the ensemble. Full value sustains in all slower sections are imperative to the chordal structure as 

well as the overall aural texture, so that the illusion of echoing is maintained. Due to the rubato 

nature of this section, the ensemble and conductor must communicate very clearly during all 

tempo shifts. These fluctuations should feel natural and free, but remain tasteful and be executed 

successfully so vertical alignment is not compromised.  

A definitive tempo shift must be established in the B section – if the ensemble is not 

capable of reaching the requested QN=144, an effort should be made to increase the tempo from 

the previous section as much as possible while keeping the section playable. A marked 

difference in articulation should also be immediately apparent, as the composer has requested 

marcato and staccato accents here. Musicians should be encouraged to invoke a more detached 

articulation even when no marking is present to better contrast the outer sections of the work. 
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This brighter tempo and change in articulation, combined with fiery trills in the woodwinds, set 

up a bombastic and lively “response” to the original A section. Interjections by other voices 

should seemingly stop time before the trills begin again with increasing intensity. Forte-piano 

marks should be almost overdone when present to give the feeling of forward motion and 

intensity. The downbeat-offbeat interplay between the low voices and horns in this section 

should take up only the space of the eighth note notated, but have a weight (not front) that causes 

them to sound as if there is little space between each eighth note. Despite the hocketed nature of 

the individual lines in this section, musicians should strive to make their “snippet” fit into the 

ensemble as a connecting piece of the puzzle. The conductor should assist in this endeavor by 

acknowledging the handing-off of various musical lines from section to section. Allowing 

students to view a condensed version of the score to see how their art acts as part of the entire 

line may assist this.  

In the closing section of this work, all considerations from the original A section should 

be transferred. Although the composer does not actually mark all notes with a tenuto as in the 

first A section, the “pulsating” feeling should still be present. Care should be given to separate 

each note slightly so that the rhythm remains clear. The “hairpin” markings under each two-

measure phrase should be exaggerated so that all voices shift in and out of prominence. Full 

value sustains are again important to overall ensemble texture as well as harmonic function; 

again, there are few moments when true “silence” is present in the score. The entire A’ section 

should build gradually over time to the end of the work, with other moments of strong tension-

release throughout. Careful subdivision is imperative to proper execution of the dotted-eighth-

sixteenth patterns beginning at mm190, and for the inverse beginning at mm207. Throughout 

these richly scored moments, ensemble members should be reminded to balance to the moving 

line at all times. Despite the grandiose dynamic markings in the final statements, players must 

not reach a volume that compromises tone quality. 

 Unit VI. Musical Elements 

Melody 

In the A and A’ sections of the work, a true “melody” is sometimes hard to distinguish - 

the composer often seems to create a mood through harmonic progression rather than institute a 
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clear-cut melody. The first statement of the work begins with singular pitches sounding in 

octaves, offset in rhythm by one measure (Fig. 6.1).  

Figure 6.1 - opening "melody", condensed 

 

More “melodic” content is introduced later, often juxtaposed in one consort of 

instruments against a chord in another consort that creates moments of consonance and 

dissonance. Interspersed between melodic “moments” are instances of repeated pitches in 

various rhythmic patterns. Most familiar to the ear is the progression of chords and rhythm, 

rather than a true “melody”. The first example of this occurs in mm11 (Fig. 6.2) 

Figure 6.2 - harmonic & rhythmic "melodic content", mm11-18 (condensed) 

 

 One of the clearest examples of a melody is presented beginning at mm58, where a 

“quartet” enters in a canonic style to present an uninterrupted “melody” (Fig. 6.3).  
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Figure 6.3 - Romance quartet, mm58-69 

 

The B section of the work offers a melody that is more clearly distinguished from the 

surrounding harmonic content (Fig 6.4). Often, this line is hocketed between various groups of 

instruments before it is seen through to completion. The same pattern of eight eighth notes 

following a similar contour appears throughout this section, with alterations of pitch 

transposition. New material is presented throughout in a through-composed fashion (Fig. 6.5)  

Figure 6.4 - condensed melodic content, mm84-92 

 

Figure 6.5 - condensed melodic content, mm107-114 
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Harmony 

In the opening section of both adagio sections, Zdechlik begins with a “tonic” note of D. 

True to Zdechlik’s harmonic style, the actual tonality of these sections remains ambiguous. In the 

first iteration, the composer adds in a B-flat-C-F progression over the droning D, before giving 

the illusion of a cadential passage that leads to a D7 chord in the 11th measure (Fig.6.6). This 

chord is the first time the ensemble has presented any kind of clear-cut tonal center, or even 

sounded a full chord whose quality (major/minor) could be determined. A similar technique is 

used in the return of the A section at mm144, but in this statement, the composer follows a 

progression of pitches that proceed in contrary motion, starting on the “tonic” note of D and 

ascending or descending (Fig. 6.7). A third and fourth voice are added before reaching the same 

D7 chord.  

Figure 6.6 - mm1-11 harmonic analysis (condensed) 

 

Figure 6.7 - mm144-156 harmonic analysis (condensed) 

 

 

Throughout the A and A’ sections, the composer utilizes a number of 2-voice chords, 

scoring the root and fifth without the third. This harmonization creates a sense of openness and 

disguises the tonality of the chord. In some situations, the conductor can make an educated guess 

as to the implied tonality, but in other instances there is little to no implication. The ensemble 

and conductor should be aware of chords of these chords and embrace their vague nature.  
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There are numerous other occasions, especially in the faster section, where the composer 

scores one chord in one consort of the ensemble (often low brass and reeds) and juxtaposes a 

different chord in another consort (often upper woodwinds). This polytonality should be 

embraced, and it may be helpful to the ensemble to separate these chords initially in order to tune 

and direct listening of the individual players.  

 

Rhythm 

The composer seems to base a great deal of material on a simple rhythmic structure, 

allowing changes in instrumentation and harmony to create interest and variety in the piece. The 

work begins with relying on a simple quarter-quarter-quarter tied to dotted half pattern. Although 

this is manipulated throughout the first section, the premise of three successive quarter notes is 

maintained. Slowly, this shifts to a quarter-dotted quarter-eighth pattern, and as the work 

continues toward the B section, it becomes more likely to see the dotted-quarter-eighth pattern 

than two successive quarter notes. The “quartet” section at mm58 does not follow this change, 

but the ensemble returns to this idea in the closing statement of this section.  

After the contrasting middle section, where the eighth note is dominant in the structure, 

the work returns to the dotted-quarter-eighth pattern (this time used more commonly as dotted 

quarter-eighth-quarter tied to dotted half). This shift can be seen in previous sections of this 

chapter (Figs. 6.1, 6.6, 6.7). There are few moments in this section that do not follow this “rule”. 

From mm190-201, a dotted eighth-sixteenth briefly takes the motivic spotlight. Beginning at 

mm207 and carrying through the remainder of the work, that motive is flipped, and the sixteenth-

dotted eighth tied to a dotted half note carries the work to the final climax.  

 

Timbre 

The composer elicits a variety of timbres from the ensemble throughout the duration of 

this piece through the use of staggered dynamics and scoring of different instruments. To be sure 

the correct timbre is being projected throughout this piece, it is imperative that each member of 

the ensemble is conscientious of the dynamics indicated for that specific moment in that specific 

part. This will often differ from the dynamic indicated for another group of instruments. All 

musicians will need to be confident enough to project their line when necessary, but also remain 
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aware to know when their part is not the aural target and must possess the ability to adjust 

accordingly.  

A characteristic tone quality is important for all musicians in moments of thick ensemble 

or consort scoring, such as in mm13-18. A rich and full low brass and low reed sound is further 

assisted in the “open” scoring of these chords, while a more “closed” scoring is employed in the 

middle and upper woodwinds when they enter. In situations such as these, it is important that the 

tone quality remains characteristic to the instrument producing the sound while fitting within the 

sound of the appropriate consort of woodwinds or lows. When the ensemble is scored more 

sparsely, such as at the very beginning of the work, it may behoove the individuals who are 

playing to aim for a more “neutral” or pure tone quality to assist in the illusion of a reverberating 

sound coming from a singular source. The conductor might select one instrument as an “aural 

target” and instruct all other instruments to “fit inside” or attempt to emulate that sound for that 

section of the piece.  

 Unit VII. Form and Structure 

Due to the exploratory nature of this work, the “Tonal Center” column of the standard 

table for this unit has been eliminated. A harmonic analysis can be seen in the analysis grid for 

this work, located in Appendix C.  

Form mm Characteristics 

A, a ant 1-10 Horns and timpani introduce rhythmic motive, joined by other 
instruments throughout. 

A, a cons 11-18 Low brass/reeds sound first full-voiced chord of the piece; mid-upper WW 
join with modified rhythmic motive.  

A, a ant 1-10 
repeat 

Horns and timpani restate rhythmic motive, joined by other instruments 
throughout. 

A, b ant 19-25 Low brass/reeds start as in mm11. Tpt/asx begin melody, pass to UWW.  

A, b cons 26-30 Melodic “line” is hocketed to through the ensemble, building to mm31. 

A, b cons 
cons 

31-35 Melodic “line” evolves and continues in hocket throughout the ensemble, 
leading to an oboe/trumpet duet, then decaying into mm 36.  

A, c ant 36-42 Fl/ob restate new rhythmic motive. Low brass join with similar motive, 
followed by upper WW, then trumpets.  

A, c cons 43-48 Forte-pianissimo in brass paves the way for UWW “quotation” of “b ant”. 
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3 note motive hocketed from UWW through brass and lows, decay to 49. 

A, quote 49-56 Tpt, then tb, then fl state rhythmic motive, hn enters with “melody”. 

A, 
“explore” 

57-68 Bsn/timp provide pedal for ob, cl, eu, hn “quartet”.  

A, a ant ‘ 69-75 Overlapping hairpin dynamics create ebb and flow between low brass and 
fl/ob to fermata, mimicking opening phrase.  

B, intro 76-83 QN=144. Cl/ATsx trill builds to downbeat from low brass, then UWWs. 
Fermata over rest in mm83 “stops time”.  

B, intro-
develop 

84-91 Trills restart, high/low voices alternate and introduce “thematic material” 
for B section. 

B. stmt 1 92-99 Tsx/eu begin new ostinato theme under upper WW. Asx take ostinato 
under muted tpt, then tbn, then UWW.  

B, stmt 2 100-105 Lows begin “oom-pah”, tpts enter, build to sudden peak w/ marcato QN’s 
at mm104.  

B, 
transition 

106-109 “Oom-pahs” continue, passed through the ensemble. Brass & WW 
alternate to build theme.  

B, stmt 3 110-117 Tpt/tbn lead into chromatic ascending passage, UWW’s join, lead again to 
marcato QN’s as in 104.  

B, stmt 4 118-125 Tpt/tbn build to chord & support WW entry w/ “ostinato” from mm92.  

B, intro & 
develop 
quote 

126-135 Cl/ATsx trill to downbeats, then ostinato returns. Full ens. off-beat hits 
lead to cl trills. 

“B” vs. 
“A” 

136-141 Full ens continues w/ marcato 8N chords on beats 1/3, horns sustain in 
style of A section on beats 2/4. All dim. to mm142 release. 

Transition 142-143 Ensemble releases, tam tam hit accompanies hn solo, reintroducing 
thematic material from A section & rall. to A’ section.  

A’, a’ ant 144-156 QN=60. Eu/low reeds &cl/asx alternate new rhythmic motive. LB/WW join 
w/sustains as WWs build chords under tpt solo.  

A’, a’ 
cons 

157-161 Low brass & upper WW alternate rhythmic motive & chords; saxes join.  

A’, b’ ant 162-167 Tpt/asx begin melody, pass to UWW. Melody continues to be passed 
through ensemble as all build to mm168. 

A’, b’ 
cons 

168-172 “Melody” hocketed around ensemble, building to mm173.  

A’, b’ 
cons cons 

173-179 Melodic “line” evolves and continues in hocket throughout the ensemble, 
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develop evolving and developing gradually to forte-piano in mm180.  

Transition 180-181 fp on beat 1 makes way for UWW flourish into next phrase.  

A’, quote/ 
mod 

182-189 Fl/cl/hn begin motive, then tbn breaks through at forte. ATsx/hn begin 
melody, then tpt/tbn take over.  

A’, quote/ 
develop 1 

190-200 Fl/cl/tpt/eu introduce new rhythmic motive, then ATsx/hn. Full ensemble 
supports with chords, various voices hocket melodic content from earlier. 
All gradually build into next phrase.  

A’, quote/ 
develop 2 

201-204 WW state new rhythmic motive, sustain w/lows while tpt/hn enter with 
melody.  

A’, quote/ 
develop 3 

205-209 WW restate rhythmic motive while lows sustain. WWs repeat with 
trumpet added.  

A’, coda 210-216 UWW/trumpet introduce inverted rhythmic motive, low brass/reeds, 
sustain chords, mid brass/reeds enter on off-beat. Full ensemble builds to 
mm214; all but UWW/tpt drop out momentarily, then re-enter to state 
final three chords, ending with fermata.  

 Unit VIII. Suggested Listening 

Zdechlik, John. Chorale and Shaker Dance 

Schuman, William. George Washington Bridge 

Schuman, William. New England Triptych (version for wind ensemble), mvt, III. Chester 

Persichetti, Vincent. Parable No. 9, Op. 121 

Persichetti, Vincent. Psalm, Op. 53 

 Unit IX. Seating Chart and Acoustical Justification 

The seating arrangement used for Romance was the standard seating chart for the KSU 

Wind Symphony (Figure 6.8). This arrangement is different from that of other ensembles at KSU 

in that both flutes and clarinets are seated in multiple rows, some clarinets are seated in the front, 

and the double reeds more from the extremities of the ensemble to the center. The third and 

fourth rows are also flat to the conductor on the stage right side to accommodate for the unique 

rehearsal space used by the group and to provide a directional advantage to the sound these 

instruments create. While different from the seating arrangements used by other KSU ensembles, 

this set up works quite well in McCain Auditorium, the performance venue used at Kansas State 

University. 
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Figure 6.8 - Romance seating chart 
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 Unit X. Rehearsal Plans and Evaluations 

 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #1 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 4:20pm-4:50pm 1/25/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. STARS - Sharps/flats, Time signature/tempo 

markings, Accidentals, Rhythms, Signs - dynamics, 

articulations, repeats, endings. 

2. Sight read piece without stopping.  

3. A’ Section – mm144 – accuracy in contrasting 

dynamics between different instruments.  

a. RH above tempo for air flow 

b. Control steady growth to 180 

c. Allow all moving notes to come through 

4. B Section – accurate subdivision, rhythmic precision 

a. RH under tempo for technique 

b. Consistency of musical line between parts 

c. Style changes throughout 

d. Dim/molto rit into A’ 

5. Run 74-end again without stopping.  

Evaluation 

1. Important areas pointed out for all categories, esp. tempi 

changes, dynamics/contrast, articulation differences. Made 

note of implied tonicizations throughout length of work. 

2. A/A’ above tempo, B under tempo assisted sight reading. 

Timid entrances at times, entrance errors recovered.  

3. More space needed between notes for rhythmic clarity. RH 

tempo too slow for first day, air flow weak. Contrasting 

dynamics accurate in cl, need help elsewhere. Dynamics too 

loud, too soon – not assisted by conductor. Work to pace 

better to 180. Need more from moving lines (cond. assist). 

4. Started too fast. Line did not connect between voices at first, 

improved with verbal instruction. Lost tempo during times in 

final run. Horn “oom-pahs” very inaccurate. Style changes 

generally & briefly discussed at close of RH - exaggerate.  

5. Did not have time to RH 4d/5. Will begin with this next RH.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #2 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 3:45pm-4:25pm 2/1/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1.  Play through B section, emphasizing dynamics 

a. Moving toward/away from peak? 

b. Overdo dynamics, esp. softer 

2. RH 126-144 – transfer knowledge from 74 

a. Continuity of eighth note lines & hits 

b. Bring out horn mm136, better transition 

3. RH 106-126 – vertical alignment & dynamic nuance 

a. Oom-pahs – balance, fit “in the pocket” 

b. Where can we “add new” dynamics? 

4. Reincorporate – run 92-144. Apply new, Recall old 

5. A Section – RH 19-49. Dynamics, phrasing, 

tension/release 

a. Exaggerate your dynamics – there will be 

contrast across the ensemble. 

b. “Lean in” to moments of tension, relax in 

moments of release. Identify specific points 

c. Moving lines emerge throughout. Separate so 

all can hear where the line is, then support. 

d. 26-36 – RH Accel & molto rit 

Evaluation 

1.  Low brass/reed entrances after resting frequently late. 

Articulations inconsistent between groups playing together. 

Little expression from players. Dynamics better than last RH. 

2. Transfer from mm74 not immediately apparent in all sections. 

Accidentals missed in clarinets, corrected. Anacruses not 

accurate 133-135. Horns better 136. Transition needs work. 

3. Horns not accurate in oom-pahs. Tpt/tbn losing time mm111. 

Style changes could be more, also could be helped by 

conductor. Some nuance discovered, continue next RH.  

4. New concepts from today retained & executed satisfactorily. 

5. Slightly faster tempo ultimately helpful in establishing line. 

Ensemble did not retain much from last RH – 2nd run was 

needed to reacquaint w/section. Moving lines did not emerge 

as much as needed – spend time next RH specifically 

identifying these, with more help from conductor and less 

from sustaining voices needed. Time was not spent in on 

identifying specifically points of tension and release, but this 

would benefit the ensemble in the future.  

6. Conductor can be of more help w/nuance & continuity.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #3 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 4:35-5:15pm 2/5/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1.  Play 1-76, refresh on details from last RH 

2. Play 19-49 – play when you have the melody, sing 

when you have harmony/other.  

a. “Melody” is hard to pinpoint sometimes – 

and nobody has it for very long! How can we 

make it one convincing line? 

b. Play 19-36, 36-49, focus on cohesive line 

3. Play 1-19, better hand off of articulated notes 

a. “Come out” when you have tongued notes. 

4. Play 1-75, incorporating all new ideas.  

5. Jump to A’ – 144-end – refresh from last week 

a. Immediately – apply style from beg here! 

6. 144, 157, 162 – notice sim/diff to beg. Transfer! 

a. 168 – play/sing exercise, hear differences 

b. Reincorporate from 157 

Evaluation 

1.  Abandonment of meter confused ensemble at points, but 

recovered for a full run-thru of this section.  

2. Ensemble did not sing when they were not playing. Not all 

“melodic content” was played, showing that some did not feel 

their line was important. Should have asked instead for all 

articulated notes. Not ineffective; ensemble exhibited greater 

understanding on next rep, will need one more RH to solidify. 

3. Emphasis on the “rhythmic motive” and cohesive articulation 

throughout the ensemble was needed. Abandonment of meter 

clearer in conductor which resulted in better ensemble playing 

4. Stopped to address mm57, then continued. Good application 

of nuances discussed today and recalled from previous RH’s.  

5. Clar. did a good job transferring style, others picked up on 

them, esp. when I did not conduct. Clearer artic. needed. 

6. Pointing out “reference points” to earlier in the work helped 

transfer of knowledge. More could be done stylistically 

throughout and will be addressed later.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #4 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 4:35-5:15pm 2/10/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Run B section, see what we remember from last wk. 

Achieve the following fixes in context of larger 

sections of the piece (macro-micro-macro). Isolate 

one item, fix, reincorporate, then repeat.  

2. 126-143/76-92 address all of the following: 

a. A “skosh” more percussion throughout 

b. Tone/tune of 8ths after trills? Sustain & fix. 

c. Releases/length of notes/“Right Side”? 

d. Cohesive style? (more – on >) 

3. 96-97 more brass, 98 less WW. 99 more ostinato. 

a. Make more out of “differences” 

4. Oom-pahs – more accurate “pah” throughout 

5. 106-125 – more character, style throughout 

a. 111, 117, 118/121 

6. Run B section again with transition into A’ section. 

7. 144-182 reinforce articulation ideas from last time 

a. “Bop it” as needed for clarity of line 

Evaluation 

1.  Needed a few reps of 76-84 to get going. Ensemble 

responded well to new gestures from conductor.  

2. Time spent tuning individual chords reaped great benefits in 

tuning, intonation, & articulation. Adjustment in percussion 

volume helpful as well. Time lost 136-141 while conducting 

macro pulse for horns, did not improve w/verbal instruction. 

Transfer of knowledge back to 76 was successful.  

3. More cohesive style was achieved in brass/uww figures. 

Ostinato could still come out more in 99.  

4. Better with repetition where rehearsed; horns still frequently 

behind in other sections of the piece with the same motive.  

5. All stylistic interpretations translated much more successfully 

in this section, not always needing verbal instruction to do so.  

6. Much more successful than in previous RH’s. Good incorp.  

7. “Bop it” at 162 helped immensely. Certain instruments still 

needed verbal instruction to play out. Last run thru was very 

musical, more nuance from ensemble as a whole. Great! 
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #5 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 4:50-5:15pm 2/15/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Run A (1-76) transferring knowledge from work last 

RH on A’ section. 

2. 19 – “bop it”, all moving voices come out equally 

a. Check soli at 34, be sure it is heard! 

b. “Less” accel at 26 than later.  

3. 36 – right side, accurate releases, true dynamics 

a. More gradual cresc, true fp mm43, more fff 

b. More on QN’s 45, 46.  

4. 49 – “right side” of the note – same place for all? 

a. Later entrances – emulate 1st style 

b. Accuracy in horns, more UWW mm56 

c. Cleaner taper into ob. Solo mm58 

d. Solos – be “too musical” 

5. Check trans. into B, tuning of 8ths if needed til 84 

6. Check trans. out of B, start at 126, tuning if needed 

a. No loss of time mm136-141 

7. Run 144-end, applying work from today/last RH 

Evaluation 

1. Attempt at slow tempo was not successful – “too much too 

soon”. QN=60 worked today, work for QN=54. May have 

helped to start elsewhere. Ran 1-36 for time’s sake.  

2. 19 was clear with quick verbal notes, used this exercise at 26 

a. Added 2nd ob for more sound – better w/instruction 

b. Did not need to state – ensemble followed well 

3. Very nice moments in this section. Appropriate lines came 

out much clearer than previously. fff brought out well with 

verbal instruction. Mm47-48 needed explanation from cond. 

4. Releases more accurate, entrances had good style. Hn 

accuracy in pitch and tempo was not good. Taper into 58 was 

improved from previous RH’s. Soloists can be more free. 

5. 5-7 not RH’d due to shorter RH slot today. More fine details 

were ironed out in each individual section as issues occurred, 

mostly in personal discipline of starting notes together with a 

good sound and maintaining the slower tempo. 5-7 will be 

addressed in next RH.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #6 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 4:45-5:20pm 2/17/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

1. Run 84-126, make final detailed comments of 

“micro” rehearsals 

2. Check trans. out of B, start at 126, check tuning of 

8ths if needed 

a. No loss of time mm136-141 

b. Musical taper of decresc, hn stay longer 

3. Run 144-end, applying work from previous RH’s 

4. 168-end – accurate tempo shifts, hear all melodies 

a. “Bop it” from 190 if necessary 

b. Consistent interpretation of D8/16 

c. Pace cresc. for 198-199 

5. Back up – mm49-“B”, check trans, tune 8ths @76? 

a. Accuracy in horn mm53 

b. Solo lines – go for it! 

c. Confident brass reentry mm69 

d. Clear b2 mm75 bsn hn entrance 

Evaluation 

1. Details brought out: more tpt23 p/u to 90/91/92, clean 

releases in trills; fixed slowing of tempo at 92, 101, 136; 

brought out ostinato in 99; more snare 110; fixed rushing at 

111; wrong notes in clarinets 119-124; stronger sustains 124; 

more accurate p/u 134/135. 

2. 8ths well in tune; still dragging mm136 but improved when 

not conducting macro pulse. Hn stayed stronger longer.  

3. Added slight decresc in sus mm181 to match UWW. Tpt 23 

brought out mm174. Tapered release 162.  

4. Saxes brought out more; tempi improved. Bop it not needed. 

UWW sustain through b1 mm176 fixed/quicker breath. Perc 

balance adjusted. D8/16 cleaned up, fixed dragging of 8ths.  

a. 201 too fast, rall. into not accurate.  

5. No work done in the A section due to a slightly shortened 

rehearsal slot today. Will incorporate these needs into next 

lesson.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #7 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 3:30-4:20pm 2/22/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Title 

Warm Up – Bach 5. Warm, controlled air. Listen across, 

find another sound to fit inside of. 

Transition – mm10-14, play each beat as a fermata 

a. Tune/tone/balance. Rep as needed 

1. Run A section with goal of connecting phrases 

without breakage of sound. Stop as needed to direct 

listening, line, “hand offs”, etc.  

2. mm49-“B”, check trans, tune 8ths @76 if needed 

a. Accuracy in horn mm53 

b. Solo lines – go for it! 

c. Confident brass reentry mm69 

d. Clear b2 mm75 bsn hn entrance 

3. Run B section with transition into A’. Stop as 

needed to direct listening, line, “hand offs”, etc.  

4. Run A’ with transition out of B. Stop as needed to 

direct listening, line, “hand offs”, etc.  

5. Tune/tone/balance 190-end – stay controlled.  

Evaluation 

Warm up provided opportunity to work on consistent air stream, 

finishing phrases, balance. Transition helped in tuning individual 

chords and fitting all sections into the “ensemble sound”. 

1. Slowing tempo down closer to printed tempo was a struggle, 

direction of phrases was absent and sustains suffered in 

quality. Slight tempo bump helped increase success and 

musicality. Transition at repeat still not connecting as needed. 

2. Horns more successful after addressing issue. Clarinet and 

horn solos can still do more with shape. Oboe and euph 

setting up good ideas. Brass entry much cleaner with more 

eye contact and careful cue from conductor. 73-76 broken 

down, structure/entrances re-explained, chords tuned.  

3. First time through transition lazy. Better with repetition. Pulse 

dragging when conductor does not beat time. 

4. Upbeats in transition not accurate. Rall. in horn solo well 

executed. Repeated to solidify, establish tempo in 144.  

5. Not reached today. Will address in next RH.  

Overall, ensemble lacked responsibility for music today.  
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 Rehearsal Plan – Rehearsal #8 

Ensemble: Wind Symphony Announcements:  

 

Literature: Romance for Band - Zdechlik Time: 3:30-4:35pm 3/4/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title 

1. Sustains stronger through slower, thinner sections. 

Continue to phrase through “quiet” sections. 

2. Horns can project more through entire piece 

3. Transition into 36 – fp should be clearer in 33. Work 

for better tempo at 38. fff needs a cleaner release 

into 44. Stronger QN’s in mm46. 

4. Throughout – maintain consistent articulation top to 

bottom on unison rhythms. Slightly more separation, 

less harsh attack than we have currently 

5. Increased accuracy b2 mm75 

6. B section – maintain consistent tempo throughout 

7. Cleaner transition into 201-202, cohesive style 

8. Address tpt inconsistency in mm174 from last RH 

9. Consistent tempo 190-end, with direction of phrase 

Evaluation 

1. Better with instruction. Specific work in A’ section. 

2. Specific areas noted in slower sections with key entrances. 

Improved with repetition.  

3. All items better when addressed to ensemble & exaggeration 

of conducting of these instances.  

4. Percussion entrances addressed specifically for timeliness. 

Winds addressed specifically in thickly scored areas – thinner 

areas were more successful in matching more quickly.  

5.  Better with different cue from conductor.  

6.  Same issues still present on first run thru. Repetition helped 

with cleanliness, but ensemble is still “slow to start”.  

7.  Style addressed in brass, reminded of rall. More successful 

on second repetition and reincorporation.  

8. Pointed out that 2/3 cross voices w/1, bumped up dynamic. 

Much more successful with these changes.  

9. Eighth notes still dragging – RH’d multiple times to solidify. 
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Appendix A - Legacy Analysis Grid 

The format and contents of the analysis grids used in this report are taken from the method of comprehensive analysis 

explained by Dr. Frank Tracz in The Art of Interpretation, compiled and edited by Mark J. Walker. This format examines a work 

measure by measure in the following categories (defined below): Form, Phrase Structure, Tempo, Dynamics, Meter/Rhythm, Tonality, 

Harmonic Motion, Orchestration, General Character, Means of Expression, Conducting Concerns, and Rehearsal Considerations.  

Form describes the different sections of the work at the Macro level. 

Phrase Structure describes the Micro or sub-phrases of the work within the Macro structure of Form.  

Tempo identifies the notated tempos called for in the score, adjustments based on the conductor’s interpretation, and any 

fluctuations in tempo, either as notated in the score or added through the conductor’s interpretation.  

Dynamics identifies the notated dynamics found in the score, changes in dynamics throughout the work, and any 

additions/changes unique to the conductor’s interpretation.  

Meter/Rhythm identifies the time signatures used in the work and important rhythmic structures occurring in the work.  

Tonality analyzes the tonal centers used in the work at the Macro level. 

Harmonic Motion analyzes the chord structure at the Micro level of the tonal centers described in the Macro level.  

Orchestration lists the instrumentation within the work, with additions to and deletions from the whole as the work progresses.  

General Character describes the author’s aesthetic interpretation of the work.  

Means for Expression describes the musical elements the author feels should be noted in order to develop musical expression 

within the work.  

Conducting Concerns describes musical elements that the conductor may struggle to execute or demonstrate, either physically 

or verbally.  

Rehearsal Considerations describes musical elements that may need special attention in rehearsals in order to be successful. 
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Appendix B - Concert Variations Analysis Grid 

The format and contents of the analysis grids used in this report are taken from the method of comprehensive analysis 

explained by Dr. Frank Tracz in The Art of Interpretation, compiled and edited by Mark J. Walker. This format examines a work 

measure by measure in the following categories (defined below): Form, Phrase Structure, Tempo, Dynamics, Meter/Rhythm, Tonality, 

Harmonic Motion, Orchestration, General Character, Means of Expression, Conducting Concerns, and Rehearsal Considerations.  

Form describes the different sections of the work at the Macro level. 

Phrase Structure describes the Micro or sub-phrases of the work within the Macro structure of Form.  

Tempo identifies the notated tempos called for in the score, adjustments based on the conductor’s interpretation, and any 

fluctuations in tempo, either as notated in the score or added through the conductor’s interpretation.  

Dynamics identifies the notated dynamics found in the score, changes in dynamics throughout the work, and any 

additions/changes unique to the conductor’s interpretation.  

Meter/Rhythm identifies the time signatures used in the work and important rhythmic structures occurring in the work.  

Tonality analyzes the tonal centers used in the work at the Macro level. 

Harmonic Motion analyzes the chord structure at the Micro level of the tonal centers described in the Macro level.  

Orchestration lists the instrumentation within the work, with additions to and deletions from the whole as the work progresses.  

General Character describes the author’s aesthetic interpretation of the work.  

Means for Expression describes the musical elements the author feels should be noted in order to develop musical expression 

within the work.  

Conducting Concerns describes musical elements that the conductor may struggle to execute or demonstrate, either physically 

or verbally.  

Rehearsal Considerations describes musical elements that may need special attention in rehearsals in order to be successful. 
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Appendix C - Romance for Band Analysis Grid 

The format and contents of the analysis grids used in this report are taken from the method of comprehensive analysis 

explained by Dr. Frank Tracz in The Art of Interpretation, compiled and edited by Mark J. Walker. This format examines a work 

measure by measure in the following categories (defined below): Form, Phrase Structure, Tempo, Dynamics, Meter/Rhythm, Tonality, 

Harmonic Motion, Orchestration, General Character, Means of Expression, Conducting Concerns, and Rehearsal Considerations.  

Form describes the different sections of the work at the Macro level. 

Phrase Structure describes the Micro or sub-phrases of the work within the Macro structure of Form.  

Tempo identifies the notated tempos called for in the score, adjustments based on the conductor’s interpretation, and any 

fluctuations in tempo, either as notated in the score or added through the conductor’s interpretation.  

Dynamics identifies the notated dynamics found in the score, changes in dynamics throughout the work, and any 

additions/changes unique to the conductor’s interpretation.  

Meter/Rhythm identifies the time signatures used in the work and important rhythmic structures occurring in the work.  

Tonality analyzes the tonal centers used in the work at the Macro level. 

Harmonic Motion analyzes the chord structure at the Micro level of the tonal centers described in the Macro level.  

Orchestration lists the instrumentation within the work, with additions to and deletions from the whole as the work progresses.  

General Character describes the author’s aesthetic interpretation of the work.  

Means for Expression describes the musical elements the author feels should be noted in order to develop musical expression 

within the work.  

Conducting Concerns describes musical elements that the conductor may struggle to execute or demonstrate, either physically 

or verbally.  

Rehearsal Considerations describes musical elements that may need special attention in rehearsals in order to be successful. 
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